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Holland City News.
VOL. VII.-NO.

HOLLAND,

41.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

MICH.,
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T EDEBOER, F,

U
A M.

office at
L. S. U.

8., Physicianand Surgeon;

Sells Tickets to principal poInU In the United
Sta'es and Canada. Through bills of Lading lasued
and rates given for Height to all points east and
west. Information as to routes and connections
for travellers,and rates of freight for shippers,
cheerfully furnished at the

residence, on Eighth street, near Chi.
R. crossing.

* Mixed trains,
\ f C CULLOCH TII08., Physician and Surgeon.
t Dally except Sunday and Monday.
*T1 having permautly located In Holland, can
* Daily except Saturday.
be found at Wm. Van Putten’s Drug store. Calls
5 Mondays only.
made iu city and countryday or night. Acme
All other trains daily except Sundays.
and Chronicdiseases successfullytreated.Consul14-lw
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago tation
time which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
time.
OCUOUTEN, R. A. City Puysiclan. Office at D.
K. Meengs’ Drug Store, 8th Street.

free.
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and Insuraneo Agent. U&ce, Vitu Drug Tallow, per ft ..........................@6
Store. 8th street.
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Eoal

enn cure yourself. It has established the
fact that Consumption can he cured, while
for Coughs, Bronchitis, Whooping Cough,
ITIGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer.GalAsthma, and all other diseases of Throat
lery opposite this office.
and Lungs, is absolutely without an equal,
Baddlin.
Two doses will relieveyour child of Croup,
it is pleasant to take and perfectlyharm\ TAUPELL, H., Manufacturer of anddealenu
Harness, Trunks, baddies and Whips; less to the youngest child, and no mother
Eighth street.
can afford to be without It. You cau use
two thiids of a bottle and if what we say
Tobacco and Cigars.
is not true we will refund the price paid.
'PE ROLLER, G. J., General dealer in Tobacco, Price, 10 cts. 50 cts. and $1.00 per bottle.
J. Cigars, Snuii, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
If your lungs are sore or chest or hack
lame use Shiloh’s Porous Plaster. Sold
Phrtopipktr.

Taken Effect, Tuesday, Ocl. 1, 1878.
Qslnz North.
4. No. 2.
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FRED. II. MAY, Manager.
Leavenworth,Gen'l Freight Agent.

Holland, Mich.
.lose connectionsmade at Allegan with G. R.
. R. It. and L. S. A M. S. for IMalnwell,
Kalamazoo Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, &c., <Sc.

Watehci and Jevilry.
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O

Have you Dyspepsia,are you constipated, have you a Yellow skin, Loss of Appetite, Head Ache, if so, don’t fail to use
Shiloh’s System Vitulizer. It Is guaranteed to relieve you, and will you continue
to suffer when you cun he cured on such

Attorneys.

JJOWAHD, M.

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
Notary Public; River street.

Attorney and Counselor
JL Law, and- Proctor in Admiralty. No.
River street. /

rpKN EYCK,

J.,

A

Agent. Uttlce
Eighth street.

at
11

Attorneyat Law and Collecting
Kenyon & Van Putten's bank

HARMONY LODGE, No 12, United Sons of
Industry,meets at their Hall over, Krulsenga’s
Store, every Saturdayevening.

V

ig a

lectiug, Drafts bought
street.

and sold; Eighth
9-ly

ROOT,

*

L.

Hotel.

Boots

14-ly

and Shoei.

TrERULD,

E., Manufacturer of and dealer in
Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings,etc.,
Eighth street.

AJ

W. Butkap,

N. G.

LoDor.«
No. 191. F. A A. M.. will he held at Masonic Hall,
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Dec.
4, at 1)4 o’clock, sharp.
David Bkkthch, W. M.
O.

EACH BRO'8, CommissionMerchants,

Bkeyman. Sec']/.

Special Notices.
and

dealers
in Grain, Flour and Produce. Highdeal
est market p
price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store cor. Eighth '& fish streets, Holland, Mich. 17
Dentiit.
/"'t EE,

D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand offlee on Eighth street, opposite Van Raalte’s
Shoe store.

U

NOTICE.
L. E Best, having
settled in the Holland colony, offers his
services as a Physician,Surgeon and Ac

The undersigned, Dr.

coucheur to the public at large, and
whereas he pays particularnttention to

chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he has
R. Dental Surgeon. Performs concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the
1? all operationsappertaining to Dentistryin City ot Holland, on Saturday of each week,
the best style of the art. Office, over B. P Higgins'

IAURGUSON,B.

Art Gallery.

where he can be consulted from 9 a. m.
m.
L. E. BEST, M. D.
Overysel Sept 22 1878.

until 4 p.
Braga and Medicinal.
O., Dealer In Drugs and MediOlfs, Brushes,Ac. Physician s prescriptions carefully put up: Eighth st.
J.

JL/ cines, Paints and

YfEENGS, D.

N.

Fairbank’s tin caddy Lard can
found pt E. J. Harrington.This is the
K.

R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Med- be
iclues. Fancy G mas, Toilet Articles and Perfinest
fumeries. River street.

JL
\T

V

AN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer In Drugs, Medi-

cines, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Dbn Bkro’s Family Medicines;Eighth St.

WALSH
TV

full

EBB K, Druggist A Pharmacist; a
stock of goods appertaining to the bus11

in

the

For

a beautiful lot of Bleached and

Un-

2J4 yards, go to the

cheap cash store of

HARRINGTON.

A very large and handsome stock of

Vf EVER,

H. « CO., Dealers in all kinds of Fnrniture. Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames,etc. : River street.

iH

General Dealert.

TAN PUTTEN G„

family use

bleached Sheetings,from 1 yard wide to
E. J.

furniture.

V

for

United Slates.

iness.

T

and best Lard

General Dealers, in Dry

Goods, Grocerkif . Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Floor, Provielons.etc.;River st.

farther

in order.
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Thus we are taught how easily civilization
will overcome obstaclesto her advancement. Nature will develope genius, and

more rapidly in these grog shop schools
than in our colleges, which is accounted
for on the principle that going down hill
is easier than climbing up, and they educate down, not up— down to hell, not up
to heaven. Instead of commencing on a
puncheon stool in ‘‘Log-house Academy,”
and receiving a diploma from the hands
of the President of Yale or Harvard, amid
tossing of flowers and thunders of applause, they commence in the apartments
--- , with music and fashion to wel
come, and graduate at the hack door of
O’Briens bar room on Dirty row, amid the
hisses and curses of the world. To grad-

energy will proportion
ficial knowledge I
this

itself to the require-

all her subjects. From the

ments of

have thus

country I am inclined

Morse

a libeller

far

super-

gained of

to call

old Mr.

and his “Great American

Desert” one of the best portions of the

American continent, for It has the soil, It
has the climate,and it will undoubtedly
have the muscle and energy to make It
the garden of America.

There

are

no mountain ranges In

this

state, every square mile of territorymay

be turned to

come

profitable use, and life be-

earnest in the desire for a goodly

“getting on in the world.” ^have said
uate in these schools is to prepare heart that Nebraska has the soil. That is the
and hand for crime, and soul for hell.
basis for real wealth, for wealth comes
from production. What will climatic adabout 65,000 churches, about vantages avail, if the soil be not generous
80,0^clerymen, and about 27,000 Sunday- in productivegifts?

We have

schools dedicated to the Christian service.

Opposed to these, dedicated to the service

The surface soil of the valleya is gener-

alluviumfrom four to twelve feet
estimated, about deep; its depth and richness make it prac250,000 places where intoxicatingliquors tically inexhaustible,on the uplands is
of Satan, we have,

it

ally black

is

are sold. Fq$ church and Sabbath school a dark rich mould, intermingledwith valwork about $50,000,000are annually ex- uable mineral elements, and covers the

pended, for, and on account of Intoxicat- surface to a depth of from twenty to fifty
ing liquors,not less than $700,000,0001 inches. This soil Is very rich in producEvery liquor-shop is a temple of vice, pro- tive resources and proves to be a good
fanity and ungodliness. The progress of basis for mixed farming, and is generally
Christian civilizationin our laud impera- underlaidwitb Loess deposits. The Loess
lively demands speedy reform in the so- is pronounced one of the best soils in the
cial

drinking customs and the suppression woild for agriculture they are said to bo

of the inimical drink traffic.

identicalwltb those of the Rhine and

For

Burgundy,

Holland City News.

the

which hundred of years of cultivation
Red Cloud, Neb., Nov. 16. 1878.
have not depreciatedIn productive capacMu. Editor:— In my former communiity. With such wealth of the soil can
cation I lauded your readers in this busy
there be any doubt as to the future of this

little town,

without giving them

a

glimpse

young, growing State.

Doeshurg. /

A Remarkable Result.

“sod houses,” prices of lands and such

toric interest.Thousands of people have

come

with high hopes, and have
been charmed with its wild grandeur,
hither

clear skies, and bright waters,

till

life has

makes no difference how many Phy- assumed a new and grander meaning, and
sicians,or how much medicine you have
pioneering seems only a pleasure. Probtried, it is now an establishedfact that
German Syrup is the only remedy which ably no Btate In the Union can show
has given complete satisfactioniu severe such rapid advancementand material decases of Lung Diseases. It Is true there velopment. Agriculture, horticulture,
are yet thousands of persons who are prestock husbandry,commerce, popular eddisposed to Throat and Lung Affections,
Consumption, Hemorrhages,Asthma, Se- ucation, railways and home building, has
vere Colds settled on the Breast, Pneu- kepi pace with the increase of the popumonia, Whooping Cough, &c., who have lation. In our school boy days we were
no personal know ledge of Boschee’sGer
man Syrup. To such we would say that learned that this then uninhabitable region
50,000 dozen were sold last year without was the “Great American Desert,” only
one complaint.Consumptives try just one fit for the Commanche and Buffalo. To
bottle. Regular size 75 cents. Sold by day, w ith nearly 400,000 people, representIt

F. & A. M.
A Rkoular Communicationof Unity

JD

TAOESBURG.

Meengs, H. Walsh, W. Van Putten and

oTofT

of each week
Visiting brothers are cordially inviled.

Commiislon Merchant.
I)

It.

R. A. ScHOUTKN, It. 8.

barber, liair cutting, shaving,
JlJ shampooniug. hair-dyeing, etc., done at rea
sonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City
G

It. S.

„

care is expected, only to keep

the Republican valley, its prospects, mode
Wells’ Persian Perfume “Hackmctack” Nebraska is full of the story of the “Great of constructingand living in “dug outs,”
is rich and fragranttry it. Sold by D.
West,” full of traditions, romance and his-

F.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndependentOrder
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
Fellow’s Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening

.

Barbara.

wind-mill is attached and

cts. and 75 cts. of the State. In this communicationI
In my next communicationI will give,
Sold by 1). K. Meengs, H. Walsh, W. propose to dish up some items relating to
you a few items relative to Red Cloud,
Van Pullen and J. O. Doeshurg.
this wonderful country. The story of

J. O.

I.

Banking and Exchange.

I'VE

McDonald,President.

A.

D. Van Brigqen,

able,

terms as these. Price 10

U. S. of I.

Visiting brothers cordially invited.

in

a

however,

Niles valleys, and the plains of

gusinejss Directory.

11.,

Meengs, H. Walsh, W. Van

Pullen and J. O. Doeshurg.

TOSLIN A BUEYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
and dealers In Fancy Goods; Corner of Mar-

ket and Eighth Street.

VIC BRIDE, P.

It.

become

@

Meats, Eto.
ft

here

is

and second bench lands,

five feet in depth; as they

"

Beef, drensed per

first

many of the older setsummit lands, ss being
better for agricultural purposes, not so
good for stock raising when water is the
great desideratum. Many of the larger
farmers upon the high lands depend for

new
............

MoUrr Public!

of emigration seems to be

tlers prefer the

X

|ail itoads.

pro-

peculiar

Both for themidveiand thoae they call their near the rivers, but

V

1

tide

called the

friend*?
SUves, Tierce,
1200
I 3 M. | 6 m. I It.
Heading bolts, softwood ........... to 8 54
For §0 the whole tound earth 1*. every way.
1 Square
• • ......
3 50
5 00
8 00
ITAN DER UAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt, Heading bolts, hardwood ......... ..........2 75
2
5 0"
8 00 10 00
Bound by gold chains around the feet of God.
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper Stave bolts, softwood ....................... j 25
“
........
8 00 10 00 17 00
and twine; 8th stFeot.
Stave bolts, hardwood .................... 3 00 — Tennyson!
>4 Column
........ 10 00 17 00 25 00
Railroad tics, ...............................
jo
“
17 00 25 00 40 00
Shingles, A |) ra ......................
'....ft200
1
Manufactorlei.Mllli, Skopi, Etc.
25 00 40 00 65 00
School of Vice.
Grain, Feed, Eto.
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
riEALI),
R.
K.,
Manufacturer
of
and
Dealer
in
Wheal, white $1 bushel ......
80 to 82
changes.
The grog-shopsof this land are schools
11 Agricultural Implements ; commission agent Corn, shelled * bushel
40
BusinessCards In City Directory, not over three for Mowing Machines* cor. 10th & River street.
Oats, bushel ....................
25 of vice, the bar keepers are the teachers,
lines, $2.00 per annum.
Buckwheat, V bushel ............. 40
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub- DAUELS, VAN PUTTEN k CO., Proprietors Bran, $1 ton ....................... 1100 and the devil is the superintendentof published whitout charge for subscribets.
of Flagger Mill*; ( Steam Saw and Flour Feed. « ton ......................is 00
lic instructionfor these schools. They
*100 ft .....................125
An X before the Subscriber'sname will donote Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
Bariev,
100
ft
...................
1
20
don’t
run five months and close up seven
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX sigTfERBEEK, II. W.. A CO., Proprietors of the Middling, V 100 ft ................. 85
nify that no paper will be continued after date.
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build- Flour. 100 ft. .................... 2 18k for want of school-funds to carry them on,
i4T All advertising bills collectable quarterly. ing material furnishoa at Grand Rapids prices.
Pearl Barley, f 1W ft ..............3 00 to® 4 00 but run night and day. Scholars graduate

3

most

a sense of the

pointing toward the valleys, or what

prayer,

00
00

moved by

beauties of the landscape.

better than *heep or Roata

That nourishesa blind life within the brain.
If, knowing God, they lift not holy hand* In

.

*• green ............... 1
Hemlock Bark ..................... @4
Staves, pork, white oak ..............6110

a sense of in-

falo roll, or some relic of former life up-

More thing* are wrought hy prayer
this world dream* of.

men

monotony. Every-

no

ia

impressed with

here a creek, there a copse of tree*, a buf-

Than

For what arc

is

finite variety, through valley, o'er hills,

8:30 p. m., In Hope Church.

35
40

“

vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.

forgotten. There

...

Cordwood, maple, dry .....................$ | 50
RreeQ ...................
2 00
beach, dry ....... ......... 2 00

One Hquare of tenlluoM,(nonpareil,) 75 cents 13 ket.nearcorncrEighth and Fish Street. All
lusertion, and 25 ceuts for each sabse- kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
quent insertion for any period under three
months.
TTUITE, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and

_

18
15
18

Wood, Staves, Etc,

IJUTKAU & VAN ZOERKN, New Meat Mar-

U

where one

......................

Meat Marketi.

353.

ing beauty, whose impress cannot be easily

H

Potatoes,bushel ...............

JOB PRINTINQ PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

to
to

W. «. ®.

25

to

<t C. Wagon and
LJ Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds
TMHS or SUB8CBIPTI0NT-I2.00peryairla ftimei. ing
done. Eighth Street a few doors west

tor ilrsi

@
to
@
to

Apple?.V bushel ................ $ 15
H., Livery and Sale Stable;
Beans, V bushel ...................1 5o <&>
Office of Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th
Butter,
....................
street,near Market.
Clover seed, lb ..................
Eggs, V dozen... .................
Wagonmakeriand Blackiaithi.
Honey, «Mb .......................

Ai

NO.

This space belongs to the Woman's
80 far as I have traveled the State, its
Christian Temperance Union,
topography is of marvelous and bewilder-

parkM.

VTIBBELINK, J.

EMI

-

(9ur

WHOLE

1878.

23,

all

Druggistsin America.

Free of Charge.

A special invitationis extended to all
suffering humanity who are afflicted with
Dyspepsia,Indigestion, Constipation, Sick
Headache. Loss of Appetite, Coming up
of Food, Low Spirits,Drowsiness, Yellow
Complexion, General Debility, Liver Complaint, Jaundice and Biliousnessto cal!
at Heber Walsh’s Drug Store and get a
Trial Bottle of Dr. King's California Cold’
en Compound free of charge and note the
speedy and wonderfuleffect this remedy will
have on your disease and which will show
you what a regular one dollar size bottle
will do. Dr. King's California Golden
Ompound has not made a failure in a single instance,we therefore offer to give it
to you free before you buy, knowing that
ft sustains our recommendation every time.
Had it not the real intrinsicmerit it would
be ruinous to us to make Ibis offer.
One

of the finest preparationsfor the

other information, as will be of general interest to those intendingto seek for
in the

west. Wishing

all

my

time.

homes

friends con-

tinued prosperity,I remain yours for a
a. L.

M.

In France the people are becoming
thoroughly alive to the Importance of the
issue between Protestantism and

ism. The

policy

Roman

of Rome is seen to be
Romish leaders

hostile to all progress, and

are openly and justly characterized as

“enemies of civilization.”In a public
address delivered a few weeks ago, M.
Gumbetta said: “They are enemies of
books, the enemies of free thought, the
enemies of emancipation, of Inquiry, of
ing the best intellect,heart and muscle, deliverance;they who look upon dogma
of the older Slates, with numerous young as an eternal master and upon the human
cities and towns, with twenty-fivebun race as an eternal minor. But they toil In
dred public schools, thirteen hundred vain; the past is the past; nations return
mile* of railway, with churches, mills and not to their vomit; delusions have an end;
a yearly commerce of over $100,000,000, ignoranceand error are not without limit.
Nebraska shows a record of progress Make what you can of it, men of the past,
second to none of the States of the “Great we fear you not; on with your work; we
Northwest.” It is true It is located in regard you with curiosity. Try your

what

is

called the

gable waters, yet

far west,

it is

beyond navi- strength;

just where the “star

on the great
nation, when railway ser-

of empire takes its way,”

insult ’89,

discrown Paris, pro-

nounce an anathema on

liberty of con-

science, on liberty of the press, on free

highway of the
speech; anathema on the civil law, anavice will find profitable investment,and thema on the revolution, anathema on tolready transportationbe easily secured. eration, anathema on science,anathema
And, I

may

has not

ail the

say

to

your

readers that if

required advantages of

it

lo-

cation— it baa what you cannot have in

on progress. Be never weary. Dream
while you arc about it of a Syllabus
large enough for Franco, and an extin-

Michigan,an Incomparable climate and guisher large enough
which, together with a commingling

for the sun!”

soil,

ready made clothing has just been received

Hair we ever got acquaintedwith is “Lee’s of the social and moral elementsof her
Paris correspondentsof the London
and opened up at Harrington’s Cheap Hair Ren ewer.” It is the best article to early settlers, can but make it a desirable newspaperssay that the soldierly appearCash Store. Whole suits can be bought restore the color and prevent the falling country to “pitch your tent in,” and will ance and fine marching of the American
there for prices which would formerly be
out, and can be bad at Scbouten & West- continue to attract Intelligent people, make marines excited general admiration when
asked

for a single coat.

E. J.

HARRINGTON.

veer’s drug store. Price only 50 cents,
80-6

m

wealth desirable, and health a real enjoy- they paraded before Marshal
the other day.

MacMahou

W^T

'?r

'

'

;T

Foreign Affaire, to Secretary Evarta’ second throughout Italy over the attempted assassinaMICHIGAN ITEMS.
small caps, * re-elected, f member of n
dispatchon the lishory question has been pub- tion of King Humbert Several lettersfrom memformer Legislature;
lished. The poQimuuication, though entirely
' . HEN AT
bers of the International Society have been found • Half a hundred towns in Michigan
courteous,earnestly insistsupon the construcI. Jame* D. JWir, Det
at the woulffbe assasrfb’s abode, and more In- are scourged by diphtheria.
'Ifolfatftl
tion which the British Government has put
Thomas W. Palmer,
ternationalistshave consequondy becu arrested.
roll
upon the treaty of Washington.
The citizens of Kalamazoo are in .aj /8. William W. JJutfkL )etroit
The King had, provioq* to die attempt on his
a 4. tJ. Webster Childs, 1 filanti.
Railway disaster is reported life, rebeivodtwo lettois intimating that it would jangle about Ahe extension of the fire
[GAN.
CITY.
5. Henry A Conant, Me,
V
from Flflrbnceville,Now Brunswiclfi A passen- be madfl. . .A Florence dispatch says that djtling
6. t Richard B. Robbins,
the passage 'of the proeessionin honor of lung
ger t4in ran off . the tracl^ took Are and was HumbfeKt's escape, down the Via NkzionM?, a
If the Chicago and.luake Huron rail7. tHlRAM CjHoDClE,
burned. Two persons were killed, and a child
child bomb was thrown among the corps of veterans road doesn’t pay its taxes soon the State
8. John 0. Patterson, Marshall
was burned to death. Many others were badly and exploded.Two men were killed and sev9. tAlexandor Hewitt,Hillsdale.
will seize the road.
rippled, some
some’ fatally,
fatally.
. .Burned:
burned and crippled,
Joseph W. French, Three Rivers.
eral slightlywounded.... A collision between
Severalstores auu cottages at Atlantic City, N. the police of Lemberg, Austria, and a proces- --The Detroit Board of Trade has
II. +E. Lakin Brown; Schoolcrafl
THE EAST.
J., loss $50,000: fifty business houses in the sion which had been forbidden resultedin the
Hi James M. Hhepard, Cassopolis.
formally voted to withdraw from the
13. *Wm. Chamberlain, Three Oaks.
The nssociation of New York bankers town of Bradford, Pa., loss $150,000;a number killing of thirteen of the oldest and most iuflu- nationalassociation.
of shops in the VirginiaStat? prison at Rich- ei^Mal dtizoBB of the town.
14. N. W. Lewis. ,
j j •
knojm ks UiqCleanngHbsss, at »/ ftioeting in mond, lops' t0fi,dD0:,ablock v.,
of huaipAiekuijd15. Jacob L. McPeek, Grand Ledge.
The? Express trains on the Chicago
PasSaiunte, : the Litfernationalwho
that city Ikst week, decided upon the following ings in Knox, bid., loss $30,000.
10. John 8. Tooker, Lansing.
made the assault on the King of Italy, confesses and Northeastern railroad,between Flint
17. Horace Halbert, Conway.
plan of action after Jan. 1. 1879: 1, Decline
The valley of the Cauca, in New
and Lansing, have been taken off for the
18. fPeter Dow, Pontiac.
receiving gold coins as special deposits, but acthat ho intended to kill tho-young monarch, and
19. + Simeon R. Billings, Flint
cept ana treat them only as lawful money; 2, Grenada, South America, has suffered fearfully if he had had money enough to buy a revolver winter.
90. Joseph B. Moore, Lapoer.
Abolish special exchanges of gold chocks from’grwwhoppors. All the growing crops ho would have succeeded.Hatjays ho had no
Mr.
and Mrs. J. R. Curtis, of Berlin
21. *Crodkett JtcElroy, Bt Clair.
at the Clearii
Clearing House ; 3, Pay and re- have boon completelyruined., kfcAdyiceB from i personal feeling against tbo King or GoveniCenter, Ionia county, celebrated, their
22. tBenjamin TV. Huston, Vasear.
ceive balances between banks at the
dltod
unri/\iiu rintM|
rLitu iHkaivIfinrp
La assassination
a uun uuinn
w m ou a maana
that serious
rtmiiltingjxi the ment, but intended the
as a means
23. f Wm. H- P> Benjamin,Bridgeport.
Clearing House either in gold or United 8tat8fi killingand wounding of eighty people, occurred toward a universal republic
golden wedding lately ; residents there
24. 1. P. Bhoemaker.
legal tenders: 4, Receive silver dollars in Saiiti$go____ Advices from ittyatorstate that
twenty-six years.
25. Milton B. Hike.
upon deposit only under specialcontract to the volcanoesor izaleo and Hrtita Ana are in a
The other night the turnkey of the
20. George A Farr.
withdraw the same in kind ; 5, Prohibit pay- state of tremendousactivity — A letter from How a Sedentary Life Affects Women.
ments of balances at the Clearing House in sil- Panama says: “The intelligence of a severe
97. 'W. A. Ambler.
Jackson
County
Jail
discovered
and1
The Popular Science Monthly re»« 28. J. W. Cochrane.
ver certificatesor in silver dollars, exceptingas
frustrated a plot for a general jail desulisidary coin in small sums, say under alt);
29. U'olumbu* V. Tyler, Bay City.
I marks that many of the ills and diseases
30. George W. Bell.
6, Discontinuegold special accounts by a notice pears to have l)©en complete.The loss of life , preval^pt among women in onr day are livery at that institution.
31. tHanmel M. Stephenson,Menominee.
to dealers on die 1st of January next to termi- and property is very great”
The Big Rapids ManufacturingComno doubt traceable to the sedentary
32. tSeth D. North, Hancock.
nate
< ...
mode of life so common among them. pany’s saw and shingle mill at Big Rap- Republicans,- 24; Democrats, 4; Nationals,4.
POLITICAL.
Edison has been compelled, on acHOUHE' or REPRESENTATIVES.
The progress of the industrialart. has ids was destroyed by fire a few days
There will be a meeting of the Execcount of ill-health,to give up work for a While.
Allegan— 1, *Crosby Eaton; 2, H. E. Blackdone away with much of .the household ago. Loss $5,000; insured.
man.
The Governor of Pennsylvaniahas I utivt) Committee of the Nationalparty in Wash- drudgery to which women were forIt is reported at Kalamazoo that a
Alpena, etc.— J. B. Turnbull
ingtou on tho 30th of November. It will remain
igned the death warrant of Jack Kehoo, the
merly subjected, aud the result is in too family named Rosencrantz, who went
Antrim, etc.— 0. D. Wood.
in session one woek, Gen. Butler, Peter Cooper,
Barry— 1, L M. Dewey; 2, G. O. McAlliseader of the Molly Maguires in Pennsylvania.
many
cases want of sufficient occupa- West from that place some months ago,
Dr. Do La Martyr, and other leading Greenback
ter.
lights will bo present Tho purpose of the tion for needed bodily exercise. It have been killed by the Indians.
.
THE WEST. , r.
Bay— 1, +.1 Walton ; 2, *N. Kntoht.
is to prepare a plan or campaign for says : “The fruits of this state of things
Zanesville, ^Ohio, ia agitated by meeting
The Cheboygan Tribune says 'that Benzie, etc.— W. H. Francis.
1880.
are strikingly shown in certain observaBerrien— 1, L. M. Ward; 2, A. Sherwood; 3,
another case of body-snatching. At au early
venison is a drug on the hands of the
B. It Mtoras.
Washington telegram to Chicago tions made by the late Dr. Robertson, a
meat dealers, as it has been so plenty
hour in the morning a policeman had his susBranch— 1, #Rodney K. Twadell; 2, C. J.
Tribune: “Senator Conkling’s friends admit Manchester surgeon, who, in his pracpicions aroused at the movementsof some parthere this fall that tlie people are get- Thorpe.
that
he
is endeavoring to place himself in cortice
as
a
specialist
for
women’s
diseases,
ties in a wagon,
wagon. The officer
omcer gave pursuit,
pursuu,
Calhoun— 1, G. Robertson; 2, J. H. Campbell;
ting tired of it.
dial relations witn
with tne
the aamimstranon,
administration,
his
ms ultiinti- found that in women who themselves
when the wholp patty jumped fpora the vehicle oiai
3, H. Bradley.
P. R.L. Pierce, Postmaster of Grand
and fled. The wagon was found to contain the mate purpose being the Presidential nomination perfonned all their household work
Cass— *S. Johnson.
bodies of four prominentand respectedciti- in 1880. Harmony has become his watchword,
Cheboygan, etc.— A. Jackxon.
Rapids,
three
times Mayor, several terms
there was no trace of certain complaints,
zens who had been buried in Woodlawn Cem- and ho will not be apt to make any further
Clinton— 1, *E. Y. Chase; 2, F. Foe her.
County Clerk, once State Senator, hnd
that
these
complaints
begin
to
make
trouble in the matter of tho Now York Custom
etery within a few days.
Delta, etc.— J. D. Boss.
a
man
honored
throughout
the
State,
House nominations. ”
their appearance in women with one
Eaton— 1, S. M. Wilkins; 2, O. H. Barnes.
Chicago children are happy. After
recently-published servant, become more pronounced with died a few days ago, after a long illness, Genesee— 1, J. Bedtelyou; 2, *John Willett.
Touching
the
being deprived of “Humpty Dumpty” for
Grand Traverse,etc.— H. F. May.
aged 58 years. '
newspaper interview with tho President, ' women who have two servants, or worse
Gratiot—#Wiu. 8. Turck.
nearly a year, Manager Haverly lias taken pity
Postmasters
appointed
in
still
with
those
who
have
three
sonants,
Hillsdalti— 1, *C. Mosher; 2, *8. B. Brown.
on them, and the present week little Humptv Washington dispatches state that “the
Houghton— Charles Briggs.
“sits on tho wall’ at his theater. The Niok authoritative statement is made that, and so on. He showed statisticallythat Michigan— Atlantic Mine, Houghton
Huron— tJ. Ludingtou.
Roberts’ Troupe, present the ever-weleome pan- while tho President does not consider the deaths from childbirth were four county, Barrrage T. McKeys; Ottawa
tomime in a mahnor that causes the average lus Southern policy a failure, he is convinced times greater iu thff cases of women Lake, Monroe county, Samuel Z. Fos- » Ingham— 1, Uzro A Bowen; 2, Jl. 1\ JI> ndmon.
that the Southern leaders have not fulfilledtheir
boy to shout with hilarity.
with four servantsthan those with none. ter; South Fairfield, Lenawee county,
Ionia— 1, George Pray; 2, *8. A. Yeomans.
Quiti a seme shack of earthquake '
Isabella, etc. — *S. W. Hopkins.
On the other hand, we observed a state- Stephen J. Stever.
Jackson— 1, M. H. Raymond; 2, Jas. Gould:
was experienced in tlie region of St Louis on I and that it is to bo the policy of the administm- ment the other day that, since the susWhile Charles Dyer, his wife and 3,. 8 cy ester Strong.
the night of Nov. 18, and on the following night j tion to protect citizens of all parte of the Union pension of labor in the mills of New
mother were riding after a spirited team
Kalamazoo— 1, *J. Parsons; 2, J. F. Oliver.
England, on account of the panic, many at Flint, a few days since, tho horses beKent— 1, W. H. Powers, L V. Moulton ; 2,
,
of the female operatives have sought came unmanageable,running away and ill. H. McCormick; 3, *A. B. Cheney.
Lake, etc.— *0. 0. Mtanchtteld.
, policy a failure is untrue. Whatever the Southemployment as domestics,and, as a con- throwing the old lady, about 70 years of
Lapeer-1, *John T. Rich; 2, *W. L. Ab... ,, eni poliev mav have l»een,or mav have aceom- sequence, there” is much more sickness
age, on the railroad track, cutting her bott
SecRETARX SlIERMAN .ppiitradictsthe | pitehod, the President has always determined to
Lenawee— , *A D. Hall; 2, 8. W. Bennett;
report that the Treasury Departmenthasor-jjprotect tlie citizens of tho United States in their among them thaji t^iere was previously. head open and inflicting internal in3, M. Carpenter.
dei4h the withdrawal of $1 and $2 bank notes j r*nhts of suffrage under the constitutional This wtrold ji8e$m io show that, house- juries which will prove fatal.
Livingston— Thomson Grimes.
or greenbacks from circulation. •
'amendments so far as it lute within the work is not as healthy as labor in cotton
Macomb— 1, If. Parker; 2, l). L\ (irctile.
In the celebratedsuit of Peck Sc Brown
,
I province of the .executive power to do
Manistee—U7/i. Probrrt.
A Washington dispatch says there HO. What is called the new departure in and woolen mills. — Troy Times.
against R. C. Miller, of Greenville, for
Marquette— 1, C. G. Griffey; 2, H. 0. Young.
will be a movement as soon as Congressmeets to the treatment of the Mouth means that the
$20,000 in payment for labor performed
Mecosta— *Fitch Phelps.
A - Bull-Fight in England.
on the Grand Rapids and Rockford railr<l.o,.,u8 ,
at
Midland, etc.— 0. E. McCntcheon.
A terrible fight with a bull took place road, the Supreme Court has just decided
Monroe— 1, */,. B. Miller; 2, J. Strong, Jr.
add $•10,000,000te the circulation. The treasury, tent of the Southern people.”
| recently at Mr.
Glover’s farm • -near
Montcalm— *M. R. Stevens.
authorities claim to have information that alJudge Buckner, of Missouri, who Chorley. A collier; named Frith, was that the claim against Miller is not good.
Muskegon— + Henry H. Holt
most the entire bulk of the trade dollars are in
This disposes of a multitude of similar Newaygo— E. E. Edwards.
tho hands of the brokers, who are holding them was one of the most vigorous GreenbackCondrinking with one of Mr. Glover’s sons,
Oakland— 1, IK F. Littell; 2. George Yerkes ;
| cases of that nature against old and deexpecting legislation which will increasetheir
gressmen during tho last session, says that he when the latter bet half u crown that
3, (’has. Baldwin.
value 10 per cent.
funct corporations in this State. 1
does not think there will lie any attempt at Frith dare not fetch bis father’s bull
Oceana— A. Lewis.
lias received a financiallegislation this winter. ’ The action
The State Land Commissioner sold Ontonagon, etc.— D. Brockway.
from
the
field to the shippen. Frith
against
telegram from Charleston,W. Va., stating that of the banks, however, in discriminating
Osceola, etc. — *W. H. Palmer.
proceeded to fulfill his task, and, ns a at public action, last week. 8,057 31-100 Ottawa— 1, William H. Curtis; 2, *B. Lac000 indictment, had taon found attain.!illicit <
“"k.8 'g' fllr,,1‘CT llle '“'i
acres
of
swamp
land, heretoforelicensed
ing against the national banks, and mar lead 1 measure of precaution,took with him a
bach.
diaUHaan aud other violator, of
j hereafter to wme aggrMaivc IcgMation.
! hayfork. As Boon os Frith approached as homesteads,which land reverted to
Maginaw—1, IK Shalt nek; 2, John H. Estalaws in that State ____ Sixty-sixclerks on the
the State, at an average price of $1.5(54, brook ; 3, O. F. Veen Fleit
The
official
count
in
Pennsylvania
j
the
bull
it
attacked
him
furiously,
and
contingentrolls of the Patent Office were disSanilac— ,fJ. M. Thompson.''
charged last week for lack of funds. Ono-half gives Hoyt, Republican, for Governor, 31 9,557 | he defended liiuosqlf by thrusting the per acre. There was, also, sold at priShiawassee— 1, #Ra8sela8 Reed; 2, *0. W.
vate sale, of the same class of lands,
of them were women.
, votes; Dill, Democrat, 297,050; Mason, Green' prongs of the fork into the animal’s
Sharts.
St Clair-1,P. S. Carleton ; 2, J. H. White:
The Treasury Department has begun j backer, 81,758: Lane, Prohibition,3,861. Re- nostrils. This made the bull more furi- I 4, M00 acres, at an average price of $1.41
ho purchase of gold bullion at Denver, Col, ! publican^plurality^ 22,507; total vote in the | ous. and, releasing itself, it made ail- per acre. The bids received for forfoit- 3, J. R. McGurk.
St. Joseph— 1, Otto Mqe; 2, J. Hamilton.
! ed school lands amounted to $11,000.
purchasing directlyfrom the miners, paying
Vut,‘ '!‘ , other dash at Frith, and caught him
Tuscola— Geo. 11. Granger.
, ,
r,n
° i Hixty-niuecounties in Michigan from which
r n
The Michigan delegation in the presVan Buren— 1, *E. P. Hill; 2,*J. E. Ferguthem in greeubileks. Tho departmentexpecte . official returns have Itecn received iH ' with its horns m the lower part of the
to| buy at least $20,0()d a week tor some time, P24/.H9; Democratic,77, 'A 8; National, 74,011 ____ ' bodv. tossimr him in the air. A terrible , cut Congress has eight Republicans hnd son.
Washtenaw— 1,*E. P. Allen; 2, *A J Sawyer;
the ffiack^ U Is^-on'utrv^^ho*T^e^urv^ Def.^in Hixty-two i-ountioe in Kan; l gash was inflicted on the poor fellow, a one Democrat. The delegation in the 3, +./. F. Ifnbixon.
Wayne— 1. Frank A. Noah, George H. Hopnartment will pay irtiriere the full value of | DomXic, ^iWi^oSba^* 2:? t:'?:.'. .rite- 1
being tornawuy. As new Congress will be* unanimously Republican,as follows: 1. John S. New- kins, Warren G. Vinton,Any ad (Corbel, J. (’
tlieir gpld, charging only tliq cost of assaying ; turns from all the counfies’in New York give a , 80,,u 118 Tnth alighted on the ground
and se^iuc U to Philadelphiato k^comed at a , Jtepuijiieauplurality of 37,010; Republican the bull knelt on him, and the men berry; 2, Edwin Willits; 8, Jonas II. imutiflly, Joseph Kuhn. Janos F,. (lirardin;
transportation Tate of 5$ cents per $1,000, or as V(,te, 380,070; Democratic,;;52,0<k>: Green- I wntehiiniwere afraid to interfere until | McGowan; 4, Julius C. Burrows; 5, 2, F. W.‘ A Kurth; 3, E. W. Cottrell; 4, Jos.
Wall.:,
thud-doss mag
back, 71,020; Iteol.ibition,3,.5.i3. . .The I U11U]11I8 "(
^ mu-llerc until
Republicans, 09; Democrats, 19; NationA WASULN-creoN diapatcb Hays tk..re KopaWtau. majority in’ Ililam., | U.e.y sot a large dog on he tnfuriaM John W. Stone; G. Mark S. Brewer; 7,
the State ticket, is
The tota bull, which seized it by the nose, caiis- Ojnar I). Conger ; 8, Roswell G. Horr; als, 12.
««^iijg.of consoisof IHtrfij[tlrianiMu* vote* alxmt 5o.006.?.'.TTieDetroit ing the vicious animal to get up. Poor | 9, Jay A. Hubbell.
Unsatisfied.
$0,, 000,000; consols of INu, $nl0,000,000, and ; 7-/vy /Vow places the Nationalvote in Michigan | PritR WftS then rescued, mid presented
The suit by the Continental ImproveThough Cnirifl Marius hnd lived to be
.
consols of 1S»‘>8, $37,000,000.Uf other bonds at ..), 000, as against 8, 0U0 two years ago,
now outetanding bearing 8 per cent, interest estimates that 23,rxX) Ronubficaus and 43, .500 : a «bockmg appearance. A doctor was ment Gmnprnrr against Kalamazoo town- 70 years of age, and was tho first Roman
there are tho three issues. of absolute liouds, Democrats of 1870 voted the National ticket ____ ! called in, and, although the sufferer is ship to recover $100,000 in bonds and who had been seven times Consul, and
loans of 1881, which amount to $283,000,000, so Hie Cameron element in Pennsylvania, it is in a precariousstate, hopes are enter- accrued inteYPHt of $90,000 has been dehad made himself a family and wealth
that the entire amount of 0 percent, bonds now Htatcd, favor. Blame a. a Promdeutial camliteco-fet.-Mamhe*- cided in favor of Kalamazoo by the Unienough for several Kings, he still beoutstandingis $(j88,UA),0U0,nearly one-third of
| ted States .Circuit Court. The bonds
tho entire bonded debt
wailed his fortune, and complained of
The whole Greenback vote of Penn- L ter ^,uj ) (iu.araia"were voted to the Grand Rapids and In- dying before he hud attained the fullThe leading silver men in Congress, I sylvania is 80,803. The counties where they
Remember the Poor.
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polled their largest votes wore: Allegheny,

Gov. Hubbard, of Connecticut, in bis
with great emphasis that they, and those who | 7,?24 votes; Schuylkill,6,508 votes, and Lu- Thanksgivingproclamation“By a
acted with them, will oppose anv
. .The
any attempt to zorne, 0,080
u, wo votes.
votes....!
no Legislatureof Goor(teor- contrastwhich ought to be, and except
either limit the coinage of silver or to restrict gi& has re-elected John B. Gordon to the United
for our own folly and improvidence
its legal-tender
States Senate.... The official Republican inawould be, a flagrant contradiction,we
Gen. Sheridan and Gen. Gibbon, in iori,J' in Miun“ota ia
are in the midst ui. the same time of untheir annual reports to the General of
FOREIGN.
measured abundance and .of pressing
Army, made some serious charges against the
A large number of Japanese soldiers want. The lesson of the day, then, is
efficiency and integrity of tho Indian service, ( who were concerned in a conspiracyagainst the | not only thanksgiving to God, but alrns|

~
.

quality.

diana railroad by Kalamazoo, but not ness and completion of his desires.—
issued, owing to an injunction,which Plutarch.
suspended their issue till the Railroad
Bond law was decided unconstitutional.
THE MARKETS.

Detroit News : “ It is reported on
good authority that Mrs. Capt. Eber B.
Ward is no more, she having been married at her home in Conneut, Ohio.
The bridegroom is a prominent Cana““ administered — ** ----— * 1
dian gentleman named Cameron, said
!
;hhr to be of Toronto, and owning large incharges so far as to indite a ___ r
- o»n Tvi<iia n condemned to death and shot in batches of 1 barns arc bursting with plenty, blind terests in Windsor. This may be Maloffice* agatest^'mt'hJfte attacks 1 ^^tyon- Others were sentenced to varitheir eyes to tliis most-evidentlesson, colm Cameron, but the News is not inof Hkcridan and Gibbon. Ho calls upon these ,
ot, ‘niprisonment .Emperformed which of the prominent Canaofficoreto make good their charges by sjiecitic | or W,AllaTn’ - of . Vennan>'> " , 1 80,'n r°- nor imitate the rich man whose dogs
proof— failing to do which, he suggests that ! w,m0
mnH ofgoYerament.....English were more charitable than their surfeit- dian Camerons has wedded tho widow
they would <lo well to hold their peace. . .It is niR,"ufacturertt aro
down in hours ing master. Is not human brotherhood of the great Michigander.
announced that the work of redeeminglegal au(l 'vakm
William Green, ex-Marshal of Kalasomething more than a fable? If so,
tenders in coin on and after Jan. 1, 18i9, will | The only two Fenians now confined
can we hope to render acceptable mazoo, was found dead in his office the
. .n,„
alone, and will not bo undertaken at tho various ! in England .ro ahortlv to be reload
thanks to Him who bends his pitying other night, after having been missing
exiled German Bishops have expressed to tho
Western and Southern sub-treasuries.
ear to the cry of the raven, if we deafen two days. When last seen he was in apPope a wish that an equitablearrangement may
ours on such a day as this to the cry of parently good health. His wife and
GENERAL.
be reached between Germany and tho Vatican.
family supposed he had gone to Hen—
Intelligence has reached London of another our own brethren who have need ? ”
A national convention for the proKaffir outbreak in South Africa, and that tho
don, where he has business interests.
motion of Americancommerce was hold iu Chi- British force on the frontierwas in
Left Handedness.
Maj. Judson, whose office was next door
cago last week. George W. Morris, of Kentucky, danger of annihilation unless promptly
In a paper read before a Dublin sci- to that of Mr. Green, thinking all was
presiding. A largo number of representativereinforced — There have been violent storms
entific association,on “Left-handed- not right, found the door locked, made
businessmen were present, either as delegates throughout Italy, causing the Tiber
ness,” it was related that no instance his way into the office through the winand
other
rivers
to
overflow
their
or lookers-on, from the different sections of tho
country, and numerous resolutionslooking to banks. Much property has been destroyed .... had ever been brought forward of a dow, and found him stretched upon the
the further extensionof American commerce to It is announced from Rome that the Vatican left-handed race or tribe. The oldest
couch, dead. It is supposed he had laid
South America and Mexico wore introducedand has decidedon a complete separation from the
nearly all adopted.
Ultramontane party in tho German Parliament pictorial illustrations do not differ in himself down to sleep, and died with
this respect from the habits of to-dav. some heart trouble.
The Afghans are massing their forces
The International Humane Society
Left-handedness once begun in a family
Solomon Adler, a professed manuhas just held its annual sessionat Baltimore, to oppose tho English invasion. . .The Russian
is likely to run in it. It was very comfacturerof india-rubber goods, was arEdwin Leo Brown, of Chicago, presiding.... army is to bo still further increased.
mon in the tribe of Benjamin. It is a
The steamer Ludwig sailed from Jersey City
Kino Humbert, of Italy, has made a curious fact that left-handed persons rested and arraigned before United
for Rotterdam nearly two months ago, since
narrow escape from death at the hands of an have tho left foot one-eighth to one- States Commissioner Davison, at Dewhich time no tidings have been received of her.
troit, ou the charge of using the United
It is feared she has been lost.
.The American assassin. While riding in a carriage at Naples, third of an inch longer than the right.
States mails for illegal purposes. The
a
man
rushed
upon
the
young
monarch
with
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CHICAGO.
Bee veh— Choice Graded Hteein ..... 4 W’ @ 4 80
Cow 8 and Heifent ......... 2( 0 (jj) 3 00
Medium to Fair ..........3 60 0 4 00
Hoo« ............................. 2 00 ($ 3 10
Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex
4 75 ($ 6 00
(iood to Choice Spring Ex.. 4 00 ($£4 50
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ..............£$
83
No. 3 Spring ..............60
70
Corn— No. 2 .......................
32 (g) 83
Oath— No. 2 ........................ 20
2*2
Rye-No. 2 ........................
yiV.
Barley— No. 2 ....................
42
Butter— Choice Creamery ......... 20
26
E008— Fresh ....................... J7
18
Pork— Mchh ........................
6*4) (‘V 8 12^
Lard .................
&?»($ c

—

&

(S

$
44(4
$

(#

MILWAUKEE.

Wheat— No.

dagger,
1. Uuu
and nun.wuuu
succeeded tu
in uiuiuuiig
inflicting a scratch
scrat<
upon his left arm, and slightlywounding
Hignor Cairoli in the loft thigh. Tho King
displayedgreat coolness, and struck the assasThe Hewitt Labor Committee held a sin on tho head with his sword. Signor Cairoli
day’* session at Mcrautou,Pa., last week. Five seized him by tho hair. Tho assassin was immediately taken to tho guard-house. Tho
witnesses were examined,who traversed tho
Queen and her son, who were in tho carriage
entire range of grievances which the miffing
with tho King, displayed much courage. The
and laboring classes aro suffering under. Hickey,
assassin’s name is Giovanni Passaunte. He is
a prominent labor rofomier, spoke of tne hard
times, and attributed their cause to several
things— freight discrimination,coal combinar 'aslia pci
tion, and over-population.
Ho would have
suadod the Turkish ministers to recommend a
Congress take up the matter of railroads.They
should be compelled to relinquish their settlement of tho Greek frontier difficulty on
the basis of tho Berlin treaty, and that the Mulmining business.
committee then
adjourned sine die ......
reply of tan will accept this advice.
..... Secretary of
Lord Salisbury, British
There is great popular indignation

ann

,

Tho

The

-

-

.

..

. i

•

....

..

Many mechanics have had their patience sorely tried when pouring lead
around a wet or damp joint, to find it
explode, blow out or scatter from the
effects of steam generated by tho heat
of the lead. The whole trouble may be
stopped by putting a piece of resin the
size of a man’s thniflb into the ladle and
allowing it to melt before pouring.

Alabama has

an Anti-Equestarian So-

charge

he sent advertisements of
illegal goods throughout the country.
At his house was found a great quantity
of unlawful articles. The arrest is due
to the efforts of Postoffice Agent Cox
and Agent McAfee, of the Western Society for the Prevention of Vice. They
located Adler by means of decoy letters
from Cincinnati.
is that

Michigan LegiHlaturo.

on tbo belief that horses
A full list of the Legislature chosen
were never made to carry burdens on at the Lite election is given below.
their backs, and that it is extremely.Names of Republicans are printed in
ciety, based

cruel to ride

them.

roman, Democrats in

italic,

Nationals in

@

..............FT
No. 2 .....................
*2
1

......

i

00

*4

0
Oato— No.2
©
Rye-No. ........................
« ©
Corn-No.

3?
........................
19

20
44

.

.....

riixim'"

*

81

Wheat—

No. 2 Rod Fall, ........... 8#
Corn— Mixed ......................
30
Oats— No. 2 .......................
18

Rye.
Pork— Mens

...........

.

...........7

25

.

M
33

.......................

2

w

«
©7

6(9

45
03

CINCINNATI.

Wheat—

Red ....... . ............
... 88

05

1

sm

S2
26
50
25
7

©
©
©

06
84
23

©

.

N. Hazzard
for tho ensuing year.

~

York.

new

Bkeveb ............................ 75 <§) fl 50
Hook ..............................
3 30 (<$ 3 50
Cotton ............................
Funm— Superflno ..................3 20 1$ 3 65
Wheat— No. 2 .....................1 01 ($ 1 05^
Coun— WcHtcrn Mixed ..............42 (r$ 47
Oath— Mixed ......................
31
‘.2
Rye— WcHtcrn ...................... 56
5M«,
Pouk— Mchh .......................7 56 fcjj7 85
Laud ..............................
6^(<$ 6!*>

Pork— Mens ...................

...

Lard ...........................

TOLEDO.

©8

Wheat—

No. 1 White ............
No. 2 Red ................
... 32
Corn ...........................
... 22
Oats— No. 2 .....................

DETROIT.
Flour— White

........
White .............. 93
... «1
No. 1 Amber ........
Corn— No. ................. . ... 88
23
Oath— Mixed ....................
Barlfy (percental),......,..... ... 1 00
... 8 60
Pork— Mese ....................
..........

Wheat-No. 1

....

1

EAST LIBERTY,PA.
4
4
8
2
Shkef ........... ................. 3

Cattle—

...
...................
Fair ................... .
Common .................
...

Bret

.

.

.

© 475

© 94
© 02
© 89
© 24
1 75
© 9 50

00
25

©
©
©

00

©

80

00

97

©

4
4
8
3
4

60
10
60
20

40

SABBATH READING.
Trust.
Only believe that thy Father
guiding thy lonely way—
Guiding thee out of the darkness
To tho light of eternal day.
la

Only believe,thouah in dartnesa,
The sun is still shining above,
And tho cup of bitterest sorrow
Is mixed with drops of love.

The Law of the Spirit of Life.
Sermon by Rev. George S. Merriam, of
Springfield,Mass.J

which occurred, no fewer than 847 are
down as being in the latter category,
the majority of which are said to have
been plainly avoidable.
set

Our Sliver Mountains.

One of these mountain ranges, looking west to the snow-capped Sierras,
with their zones of black pines, and gazing at tho glisteningdeserts on the east,
split and torn with deep canons, pitted’
activitiesof the present life enough to Several folds of flannel which lias been with the traces of volcanic disease, alike
fully satisfy. The profession,I think, wrung out of hot water, and cover it valueless to herder or farmer, has beis not borne out by the facts of experi- with a dry bandage, and rest it for some come famous the world over, and has
ence. It is impossible for us to be in- days or even weeks. Entire rest at first, made tho nation rich. Other ranges,
different to the matter. To forecast the and moderate rest afterwards,are abso- still to the east, have won a lesser fame
future, to live by regard not only to lutely necessary after a sprain. If it is and smaller wealth. Here in this waste
what now is but to what is to come, is in the ankle, the foot should bo raised as and stricken land, and among these
tho very mark of a rational being. And high as may be comfortable; if in tho mountains, are cities, active populations
and vast works; nature gone mad in
I think the life must be shallow that wrist, it should be carried in a sling.
Offensive Breath.— From six to ten stony despair that woods and fields and
cares not what is to be its destiny beyond the little term of earthly years. drops of tho concentrated solutionof smiling meadows are not; civilization
Tho heart must be inexperienced that chloride of soda, in a wine-glass full of living in spite of nature, and wholly
has not felt, beside the grave, the un- pure spring water, taken immediately given up day and night to a more inquenchable yearning to look beyond it. after the ablutionsof the morning are sane toil, knowing no Sabbaths, no rest,
Thought cannot pierce the mystery. completed, will sweeten the breath, by no night. The exhaust steam from hunwaved its white banner
disinfecting the
mu Btomacn,
stomach, wmen
which far j dreds
----- of engines
•— o—
unuuci
Love knows the secret. Holiness knows uioiuicubuig
,

\

(.From a

fidence to the mysterious and benign
THE HOME DOCTOR,
power of the universe; to catch the
To Cure Weak Eyes.- Take rose
thousand subtle impulses of divinity
leaves,
the more the better, and put
that flow in upon the loyal will and the
loving heart, this will lift us into a realm them into a little water ; then boil ; after
this strain it into a bottle and cork it
where doubt has no power.
tight. You will find this liquid very
So, too, shall we be made pure from
beneficial in removing redness and weakthe fear of death. Partly, in our day,
ness from the eyes.
men are anxiously trying to reason out
Sprains. — If the sprain is nothing
the problem of hfo beyond the grave.
more
than a sprain— that is, if no bones
Partly they are turning away from it as
hopeless, and professing to find in the are broken or put out— wrap the part in
,

Tho Primary Cause of a DUtant Symptom.
Norvousneuais rarely a diseasein itself inherent, but is the lineal offspring of drspopsia.
in

a majority of eases. The nervous disturb-

anoo is at first trifling, but ultimately its parent
so undermines tho general health as to produce

consequences very threatening to that groat
nervous center, the brain. Hos tetter's Stomach
Hitters is tho most powerful medicinal opponent
of the ravages of mdieestion,and protects the
nervous system from them. Die tremors, the
unnatural anxiety, the headaches,the aloeplesenesa and loss of appetite which characterizes
digestive Irregularity and weakness, and which
are almost invariably accompaniedby an uncertain condition of the bowels and inactivity of
the liver, are all eradicatedby this matcldesa
corrective,and, when nervousnessdoes not
proceed from the cause designated, it affords
moat grateful relief.

God is to have God
within us. It is to unite ourselves to
the divinest thing we know— the law of
right, the sentiment of love.
If wo will thus submit ourselves to
ai nmtiva a a>
irorrt
mimay retumiHt)/or
the law of the spirit of life, wo shall
forwu of File*. Lap
________
Soflt, ScRorbecome free indeed. Free first from the
ula, Rheumatism, Salt Hhkim,
C'ATAiutH,Kidney Dukaies, and
law of sin. Perhaps there has never
all dl*rairtotttio Skin and Blood.
II. !>. FOWLK & CO.,
lain upon us much sense of its bondage.
•Inntrrnl nad lIOHton.
If it bo so, it is because we have not
Hold rvrrywhrr*. $SUM)
..... .....
.
A Hot Ur
c U
FULLER A FULLER. AtU .ChicmfO
apprehended those heights of goodness
which lie above our attainment.There
is no such way to become conscious of
our own impurity as to see and know
the shining purity of another. If we
ell Drilling, Boring,
measure ourselves in any respect by a
Mineral Proipectlngand Quarrying Tools.
the secret. When we get into our own from being injured will be benefitedby 1!? 8U.n“^“t and starlight alike; the resfaithful comparison with tho best goodlife the immortal quality, we shall rest the medicine. If necessary,this may be Piriltion 11 (Pant by day, the fluttering
ness we have known or imagined— if we serene.
repeated in the middle of* the day. In | ^08t (,f toil b7 ni8bt. These cities,
test ourselves, not where wo are strongsome cases the odor arising from carious w*tb ever7 appliance of modern science
The
soul’s
freedom
is not won in a
est, but where wo are weakest, we shall
teeth is combined with that of the
bo^8» . theaters, water-works,
get a keen consciousness of how far we day. Precious things come slowly. We stomach. If the mouth is well rinsed ?obo°^’ mains, and every luxury—
are under what Paul calls the law of sin. must be patient, we must be humble.
with a teaspoonfulof the solution of the • *lave not 8Pnin£ UP berR because of the
Or if, again, we suppose our lives as we The great lives which in full flower dazPEOPLE’S EOITIONr
zle us, and sometimes discourage
cI!loritle ,in ft tumbler of water, the bad
or convenience of the situation,
know them laid open to the world, or to
SUnUy'a own ttorjrIn nn« •uperb volnmo of ovor 600
if on an unattainable height, ripened | odor of tho to<'th be
; Illl-re 18 I.K,r,v('r’ n® 8e»> ^ l>nug comthose whoso good opinion we most demerceand the arts; no springs of health, Pages, oo Full-pauk Knuravinob-Phiqronly $2.60.
Granges
and
Health.—
distinNo monopoly * no clU-edKvd, hlub-tonml priwi*. Poputhrough
years
of
sun
and
shade.
It was
sire; if all our meannesses, our self-innor even farms. These towns live and Ur Boult* at Popular Prior* Is our Motto.
guished physicianhas said that his
dulgence, our unworthy thoughts, were in Ids long solitude in Arabia that Paul
grow on the most illusive and unstable
known without reserve* to other eyes— i/Ommuned TOth Ids own heart and drew practice would be gone if his patients of foundations.They were built on a
Columbian Book Co . Hartford. Conn. ; Chicafo, 111*.
does not the very imagination of it im- in the spirit that armed him for tri- were to form the habit of eating a hope, and live on an expectation. Their
umph.
The
life of Jesus grew in thirty couple of oranges before breakfast each
pair our self-contented state? From
hopes have been realized in a measure
day, from February to June, and he
be
j
We will pay AgenU a Salary of 8100 [»r month and
our failures,our imperfections,our apa- years of silence before it shone upon the day,
expnnmi, or allow a lanio cotmnlaainn,
adds that the ill-effects from the eating i P'18 l)fPamin8 or expression.Their
The, ex- and
wonderful Inventlona.Wt mear
thy and self-content, which is worst of world. None recognizes more frankly
than Paul that attainment here is slow, of fruit result from its being done to
m,,a n!g,lt Th° 8a“P efr^;:n.H^\dIfc*CO.,
all, there is no escape.
HIIE1
.H nr eh
ittlofa.
foundation beneath the houses is
and at its best remains incomplete. excess or at improper times. As a mle,
There is freedom, too, to be achieved
WABITEBBRO’S,
CORSETS
,an.d,'lnS,tabl“'
n“uns
“Ourselves,”he says, “who have the first people do not eat sufficiently of fruit,
nctlvril
III* M UUf'
fWru
from tho pettiness of our lives. They
bf'nd “A 8naP undcrf™un<?.
fruits of the spirit, grow within our- the medicinal action of whose acids
PARIS
EXPOSITION,
never, perhaps, look so pitiful as when
coolino and corrective.
corrective. Aa
As for
for the
mountains groan and travod
the fllr
nv«r *11 Anurlnilimmbftllor*.
selves, waiting”— for the fullness of the cooling
lor*. TMi
because of the greed of men. Some
FLEXIBLE HU* COKhtT .IID
ID Bone*;
they seem made up altogether of little, higher life
matter of improper time, authorities
flu with rorfrrl
.......r*
tad U wa»day the town will sink into the grave
unnecessary details. Our planting and
RARTkD liOtli
---------ir
trail ilo*n 0V*r th* falp*
My brother,my sister, does any sense agree that pumpkins should not be
Thtlr HEALTH ('OHSBTwIih It* lmreaping, building and buying, all the
that lies so deep beneath its streets, or
proV«d Bu*i,l»nnw • kifc*trrf*m1t«
of bondage weigh you down? Disap- eaten out of hand later than 11 o’clock
than ever. Ttirlr N t'HHINSCORMKT I*
half- mechanicaloperations that absorb
the people will flee away to more reasonth*
(lit of every tnnlhrr.
pointment, it may be — failure, life’s fair at night, and “ nice old plums ” should
For •» Ir l>y*|l Iraitlnrmrrrhuilt*.
our thought and time — seem sometimes
able
lands, leaving hotels, halls and
promise blighted. It may be a dull and be avoided twelve months in the year.
WAim BROS., S&l Broadway, N.T.
little better than the bustle of a colony
dwellings empty in the wilderness.
apatheticway of life stirred with a vague
Pneumonia. — There are few diseases in
AGENTS' WANTED FOCTHE
of ants. When wo look down upon it
All this— these cities, this science and
yearning toward higher possibilities. which special treatment adapted to inall from the height of some quiet, medenginery, this gigantic capital spent in
It may be the darkness of a lost faith. dividualcases is more important than in
itative hour, are we not at times opconstructionsmore singular, more comIt may be a bereavement that has emp- pneumonia ; for the measures that would
pressed with a sense of its trivialityand
plicated and more effectivethan any
tied life. Whatever it be, the angel of be salutary in one case would be injuriworthlessness?Trivial and worthless
machinery of a like nature in the world
It contain*AT* line historical enirmrininind
ft GO
deliverance stands beside you. He is ous, or even fatal, in another. In the
it is, except as, amidst it all, we are
—has but one excuse : the metal hid in
double-column pa«o*,nn<l I* the m i» complete
perhaps in very humble garb, unsus- belief,therefore, that such general diHtetoryof tho World ever pulill'hnd.It fell* at ught.
working out something higher. But to
the heart of the mountains. These men bond for Bpeciineit page* and extra term* to Agenta.
pected of you. Some lowly duty awaits rections as could be given in the limited
Addreaa NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.,
a man whose heart is set on noble ends
live out their works and days for a metal
__________ Uhloafo) DL
you. Some saddened life, unnoticed by scope of this article would bo likely to
at once the most universal, the most
one whose great aim is not to get his
your side, asks you to cheer it. What- do quite as much harm aa good, the few
bread and butter but to be a man ; to
singular in its manifestation,and the
ever opportunity of duty or of sendee remaining remarks shall refer to the
one who wants not just to make a profit
most useful. These great engines and
lies in the path before you is God’s own office of nurse rather than to that of
out of his neighbors, but to serve and
vast works are for the winning of a
messenger. Meet it like the messenger doctor : The patient should he with his
metal that swims in every gallon of sea
to help them— these details are no more
of a King ! So meet every duty, every shoulders somewhat elevated. In protrivial or degrading than the rough
water; that may hang invisible and disopportunity.Find them* make them tracted and debilitatedeases, his posidress and homely tools of a sculptor are
solved in a glass of acid ; that becomes
for yourself. Live no longer in solitude tion should be changed occasionally, in
— CELEBRATED
1.1
black at the merest glance of the sun
unworthy of the marble beauty that is
but in brotherhood. So shall the very order to prevent the settling of the
growing under his hands. The high
that is now black, now white, now a mirspirit of God dwell in you ; so in His blood in any part of the lungs. Care
ror, and then a picture— a fit charm to
purpose consecratesand transfigures Si
sendee shall you find perfect freedom.
should be taken to expose the chest and
#-the want of purpose degrades all. I
wind about less stable charms, and then
body as little as possible. The air of
have stood in Switzerland, upon the
wedded to base metals in menial duties.
Electric vs. Gas Light.
tho sick-room should be of a uniform
Gorner Grat, looking upon the grandest
Everywhere silver is found associated
temperature, and warm, yet purified by
scene in Europe. On every side a
with tho most common things— iron,
It is somewhat remarkable that, alsufficient ventilation. In early stages,
circle of towering heights look down; though gas shares depreciated greatly
copper, sulphur, antimony and lead.
what little diet the patient can take It is scattered widely over the world,
A SURE RELIEF FOU THE SUFFERER.
against the sky rise dazzling snowy sum- and suddenly in England on the anshould be farinaceous drinks, such as and is mined in Saxony, Bohemia, in
mits, celestially pure, celestially tender; nouncement that Mr. Edison had effected
gum-water, barley-water,thin gruel, to
the Matterhorn frowns in awful majesty; a startling improvement in electric
gT1,-to ' Hungary and Transylvania,atKonsl.erg
vast ice-rivers sweep down toward the lighting,few persons of that country
valley in solemn, silent march. If there had the slightestidea of what the albe upon earth a spot that of itself has leged improvement consisted. Leaving
carefully rejected. A* the fever abates^
power to hush tho soul with noblest out of consideration the practicability
vada, California, Utah, Montana and
give tea, with toasted bread or crackers,
emotion, it should be that. Yet there of the infinite subdivision of the curColorado.— C ar/es Barnard, in HarI have seen '4 company of travelers rent, regarding which scientificelec- or a little rice; then Indian mush, milk, per's Magazine for December.
broths, lighter meats, eggs, oysters. In
spend their half-hour m senseless gabble tricians have well-known views that are
this, as in other diseases, nature powerand banter, and the laughter of fools. not likely to be much affected now, we
Sauce Fit for Both.
A Vccrr tabic Prr pit rati on, InventedIn the
Amid the squalid surroundingsof a come to the principal part of the inven- fully aids a sound constitution, and, with
Lth century by Dr. William Grace. SiirKoon In King
good
nursing,little medical treatment
A friend of ours has a little boy, who, James'
army. Through Its agency he Wred tbou»New York tenement-house, I have seen tion.- More than a quarter of a century
will very often sufficQ.
on account of his mother being an in- ands of tho moat ecriona aore* and wound* that
a poor Irishwoman living with such for- ago a good deal was done by inventors
biinied tho aklll of tho most eminent) bByalclans of
Cure for Colds in the Head.— The valid, has been under the especial care hi* day, and wa* regardedby all who nei
ew him aa
titude and faith and generosity that it in this and other countries toward secura public benefactor.
was a comfort and inspirationto meet ing an electric fight by causing a cur- London Spectator says : It would seem of his nurse. During the summer, howher. That brave soul ennobled its mean rent to pass through a platinum wire, that the cure for those worst of small ever, his mother went away for the seaCURES
son, taking the little boy and his grandsurroundings with a glory which not the and so raising its temperatureas to nuisances,colds in the head, which Dr.
FLESH WOUNLi.moan UMBS, SALT RHEUM. CHtUILAm.’
BORE
BREAST,
UORE
LICK,
RKYHICKLAH, R1*0 WORMS,
mother. Being unused to receiving orAlps and sky could flash in upon a heart make it self-luminous. The results fell Ferrier suggested in the Lancet, might
CALLUaM, SCALD HEAD, CHAFFED llASDS,
BURNS,
CASCEBS, ILON*.
made blind and dull by ignoble thoughts. far short of the expectationsof the san- prove to be a remedy of very great ders from his mother, he at one .time
SCALDfl,
Doran;
I ULCERS,
value.
It
is a snuff— a white powder- rebelled, and she was obliged to punish
WOUNDS,
BT1SOS,
Y BHINOLBS,
If there dwells in us the spirit of life guine experimenters.One obstacle to
FESTERS,
WEXH,
him.
To
this
he
demurred,
affirming
vrtnk
composed
of the following ingredients:
PILES,
success
Was
the
liability
of
the
wire
to
ABC
ESA,
we shall be freed from the bondage of
PIlKCKLm,
that only the nurse had a right to punBUNIONS,
SPRAINS,
Hydrochlorate
of
morphia,
two
grains
BOIL*,
doubt. On how many earnest and aspir- fuse. This Mr. Edison claims to have
BITES,
CUTS,
.WHITLOW*,
acacia
powder,
two
drachms
; trisnitrate ish him, and going to his grandmother
WARTS,
BUSTERS,
TAN,
ing lives does doubt throw its chill overcome by so applying a small bar
PIMPLES,
__
he complained that his mother had
BCUHTT,
NAILS, NETTLE BASH, MOSUUm) AND
shadow! The world is crossing the that it will expand the instant the wire of bismuth, six drachms— the whole struck him. “That was rigid,” said she, ITCH, INQROWINO
FLEA
BITES,
SPIDER
HTINiM,
making up a quantity of powder, of
flood that divides the old form of faith reaches the fusing point, and intercept
which from one-quarter, to one-half “if you were naughty; she is your And all cutaneous disease* and eruptions generally.
the
flow
of
the
current
through
the
wire
from tho new. The rising w’ater strikes
may
safdybe taken, if necessary,in the mother, and has a right to whip you, if
cold to many a heart. Here and there sufficiently to prevent fusing. Actual
PRICE 25 CENTS A BOX. BY MAIL S5 CENTS.
course
of twenty-four hours. Dr. Fer- you don’t behave.” The little fellow,
the waves sweep men off from all moral trial must determine whether the action
sobbing,
asked
:
“Have
mothers
a
right
rier says that with this snuff he has
Three dozer Boxes (1-4 great), will bo
footing. I know not that for tho reso- of this automatic bar regulatorwill setwice cured himself of very violent to strike their children ” “Certainly,” acot TO PEDALEK8, HTOUK KEEPER*,
cure
a
steady
light.
It
would
hardly
be
lute and thoughtful there is any escape
she rephed. “Are you her mother? ” he ORUGGIHTH, t »:?csaagepaid), on reoclpc
from some suffering in the transition. just to criticise minutely all that Mr. colds, once, indeed, by taking trisnitrate
of 94.00— aboat ' •'voa cents a box.
of
bismuth
alone,
which
is a very power- asked. “To he sure I am.” “Well,
Could we bo always sure that it is only Edison is reported to have said about
ful remedy for catarrh of the mucous then,” cried he, “hit her]”— Bangor
a transition—could we know always that this and other inventions of his. But
BT
(Me.) Whig.
a better country lies waiting us— all enough has been said to show that illu- membrane, and is the most important
SETH
W.
FOWLS
A SONS.
ingredient in this snuff. Dr. Ferrier
•) 86 HARRISON AVENUE,
might be easily borne. , The suffering minating gas can be manufactured
A Bulldozed Husband.
,, , BOSTON, MASS.
we may not decline ; but safety, utter profitably yet, notwithstanding all that mentions two others who were cured of
violent
colds
by
the
same
snuff,
and
to
One of the most ludicrousand sensasafety, we may keep through all. Life has been done in electric fighting. A
these instances we may add that of the
tional results of the Congressional elecis always possible to us. Fidelity, purity, few evenings’ study of any good textpresent writer, who, having a very vio- tion in this State took place here to-day.
book
on
electricity
and
its
applications
self-sacrmce— these may always bo ours.
lent cold coming on, with the sensation
On electionday John Simms promised
Are we baffled in’ our search for a divine would enable holders of gas stock, and
plan in the universe? Let us look other enthusiastic persons, to possess of weight in the temples and the usuil his wife to vote for O’Hara, the nomiPIrrt Ettabllthed 1 Most Succeeafulf
disagreeablefeeling in the throat, as well nee of the Repubhcan party, but he
nearer home.; am we not find the clew their souls in patience, and give, them a
as
ordinary
catarrh, made trial of Dr.
THEIR INSTRUMENTS have a standard
knowledge
of
facts
which
will
induce
got
drunk
and
voted
for
his
Democratic
to a divine plan in dhr own lives? Yes
value in all the
—there need never fail to us an imme- a little wholesome skepticism.— Ex- Ferrier’s remedy one evening, and got opponent, Harris. Knowing that if he
np on the following morning completely returned home he wpuld get flogged, he
diate token of divinity. There is always, change.
free from cold, which has not since re- took to the woods, where he remainea
at the lowest, a duty to be done* There
curred. The snuff, instead of increas- until to-day, when, being almost starved
Humming-Birds
at
the
Opera.
is always, at the very lowest, a burden
The way
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to be brayefy borne.

There is always

some one to be helped. Do we say
But this does not comfort me, does goto the
)

not reassure

me?

:

Then

let it guide

operif

at Milan or Naples*

After a new opera one hears passage after

passage hummed -on every side aa ,he|
leaves the theater, add during the^H
formance those who have good (
my steering should bo true. And I am tho habit of keeping up with!
never without a compass, while I see singers. A Dutch botanist, who was
that there is for me a higher and a lower, very fond of music, chanced to haVe one
£ right and a wrong, to choose between. of these humming-birds sitting next to
This, at least, holds good when life is him at the opera in Milan. How to
at its lowest terms. But, in a larger -m$ke him cease his humming he knew
view, the true victory over doubt lies in not. It was a dehcate thing. At last
a hearty devotion pf durselved to that he had a plan. As soon as the tenor en_
noblest kind of life which needs no proof tered and
and began his grand scene the
the
and no authority save that of experi- botanidttKgnptaflgyeb;ipid exclaimed
ence to demdnstrate its worth. To live now and then, “What a nuisance!”
bravely and manfully ; to live not for “WhatVa nuisance?”said the hummer,
self, but for wife, for child, for neigh- looking daggers at the Dutchman. “That
bor, for the community; to open the tenor, ’fjpiieflyanswered his companion.
heart in glad recognitionof all beauty; “He has such a loud voice that he quite
all goodness ; to cherish all noble aspira- prevents my hearing you ! ” The hum-

,

tion; to give ourselvesup in serene con-

mer was silent for the

.

rest of

Marine Disasters.
According to the annual English
British

Everywhere recognized as the

was

OVER 80,000

wreck register,no less than 4,164 wrecks,
casualties, and collisions are reported as
having occurred on or near the coasts of
the United Kingdom during the year
1076-7, comprising 5,017 vessels,exceeding the number in 1876-7 by no fewer
than 563, and of the total 1,120 are
set down as serious casualties. Of course,
with 641,099 ships entered inward or
A Terrible Warning.
cleared outward from the ports of the
George Phillips was found dead in
United Kingdom during the past year, bed at Cincinnati,the other night. The
it is inevitable that large numbers of
inquest developed the fact that his

Wiia
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STOVE POLISH

STANLEY'S

disasters should take place, but the great death was caused by largo quantities of
increase on the previous year is cer- whisky in the stomach. The post mor-

tainly a startling circumstance.The

FINEST

forced to return. Simms’ IN TONE.
wife met him on the street, and, having
provided herself with a heavy hickory
Mode and In n*e. New DeaigqaconatonUy.
stick, she administered a severe beating
Butt work and loweat price# f!
on her lord for failing to vote for the
JQT Send Ip/ a Catalogue.
man of her choice.- The woman was
Itafflj Si, opfr
L fata, Hut
arrested, not, however, until she had
laid about thirty lashes qn the back of
her husband. The case will be one for
the United States courts.— IFifson (N.
C.) Cor. Chicago Timex.
out, he

tem revealed the presence of a

loss of life was necessarily augmented by gallon of whisky in the stomach
the increase of disasters, and accord- floating on top four large oysters.

half-

and

The

ingly one life paid the penalty out of oysters formed a valve which prevented
every twenty-two ships wrecked. Of the the whisky from coming up when he atthe evening. 4,164 wrecks, casualtiesand collisions
tempted to vomit, hence his death.
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Dated, Holland, Mich., Oct. 24th, A. D. 1878.
J. HARRINGTON,
Attignteof Mortgaqe.
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The ScientificAmericanIs a large first-class
you will find a full Weekly Newspaper of Sixteen Pagea, printed in
the most beautiful atyle. profited*,itluilrateduith
Cakes, Cookies and Crackers,

tpiendid engraving*,representingthe newest Inventions and the most recent advancesIn the Arts
and Sciences;Including new and Interesting facts
in Agriculture,Horticulture, the Hothe, Health,
MedicalProgress, Social Science, Natural History,
Geology, Astronomy.The most.valuablepractical papers, by eminent writers In all departments
of Science, will be found in the ScientifcAmerican ;
Terms, $8.80 per year, $1.60 half year, which In-

which are warranted to be fresh.

While coughs and
alent, we

fine

colds are very prev

recommend a

Cough and Lung

A

new

trial of

Young’s

Syrup.

tf

cludes postage. Discount to Agents. Single
copies, ten cents. Sold by *11 Newsdealers. Remit by postal order to MUNN & CO., Publishers,
37 Park Row, New York.
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The whole number of votes given for ns a straight 5 center Is kept at
They are “A No. 1.”
said office of Representative for the Second

effected.

Pessink’s.

Any person who has made a new discoveryor
Invention, can ascertain, free of chare#, whether

Buckling Arnica Salve,

s

were given for the followingpersons, viz:

8

Ben]amln Laubach, one thousand and

The

forty-

for

proenring advanceson Inventions.Ad-

dress for the Pager, or concerningPatents,

XtJXH

* 00., 37 P»rk Eov, ttiw Tork.
F * 7th »U., Wunlngtoii, D. C.

guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction Branch OfUco, Cor.
two (1,042.) Isaac M. Ferguson, one in every case or money relunded. Price
thousand and twenty-one(1,021), George 25 Cents per box. For Bale by Heber
P.
D. Sanford, seven hundred and twelve Walsh, Holland, Michigan.
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Inventions p atented through
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this Agency, with the name and residence of the
E. J. HARRINGTON.
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Munn A Co. —are
of --American
- — Solicitors
I
and Foreign Patents, have had 34 years experience
snd now have the largest establishmentin the
world. Patents are obtained on the best terms.
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A Fine White Dress

State of Michigan, for Repre-

4,000 bock p»gu.

the City Bakery

supply of

M. 8AOK.

Worm.

this

new economizer,at

Chirman of the Board of CanvassersFirst Representative District,Ottawa connty, Mich.
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rect sUtement of votes given in the First Repre
sentatlve District of Ottawa county, Michigan, at
the General Election held In said county on the
fifth day of November In the year one thousand
eight hundred and seventyeight.
Dated at Grand Haven, this twelfth day of Nov-
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MORTGAGE SALE.

Marburg twenty-firstday of January, A. D.
1879, al o0'1 o’clock In the afternoon, the said
North laroliMf at the same
Indenture of mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale

J
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Rhubarb.

of the said describedmortgaged premises, or so
mnch thereof as shall be necessaryto pay the
amount now dne and payable on said mortgage,
that
are having changeable both principal and Interest,together with the costs
of this notice, and the legal costs ol foreclosure
weather,and almost everybody has a “bad and sale, to the highest bidder at public anction or
cold’’ you will do well to remember the vendue,at the front door of the Court House, of
the County of Ottawa. In the city of Grand Haven,
virtue of Macalister’s Cough Mixture, the that being the place for holdbig the Circuit Court
for the County of Uttawa ant State of Michigan:
best in the market for coughs, colds, asth- the amount claimedto be now due and payable at
ma, spittiug of blood, influenza*whoop- the date of this notice on said Indenture of mortrnge for principal and Interest, Is two hundred
ing cough, and all diseases of the throat and forty dollars and twelve cents ($940.18.)
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By order of the Board of Education,
Cs. DOESBURG, Stc'y.
Holland City, Nov. 8th, 1878.
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If
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of

the twenty-fifth day of March, A. D. 1870,
V/ Mellissa N. Adatna. of Irving,Barry cdunty,
State of Michigan, executed, acknowledged
and delivered under her hand and seal, to
Edward L. Garllck, of Olive, Ottawa county,
State of Michigan, a certain Indenture of mortgage upon the following piece cr parcel of land,
situate and being In the Township of Olive,
Connty of Ottawa aud<8iateof Michigan,and de
scribed as follows, to-wit: the north-westquarter
of the sonth-eastquarterof section eight, town
six north, ol range filteen west,
* containing'
forty
*
acres of land, according to the government survey,
be the same moreot less, which said Indenture of
mortgage together with the certificate of acknowl
edgtnent thereto attached was on the fifth day of
May. A. D. 187U, duly recorded In the office of the
Register of Deeds, In and for the Connty of Ottawa, State of Michigan, In Liber U of mort*ages.
on page 348. Said indenture of mortgage was on
the third day of November, A. D. 1875, duly
assigned, acknowledged and delivered by an
assignment in writing, endorsedupon laid imlen
tare of mortgage, by the said Edward L. Garllck
to Henry Hnook,
Snook, of Olive, Ottawa Connty, State
of Michigan,which nald assignmenttogether with
the certificateof acknow ledgment thereof, of said
alignment of mortgage, was on the fifteenthday of
Oct. her, A. D. 1878, at twelve o’clock M., duly recorded in the office of the Register of Deeds In
and for the County of Ottawa and Stale of Michigan, in Liber No. 8 of mortgages, on. page 606.
Said Indentureol mortgage was on the fonrtsenth
day of October,A. D. 1878, dnly assigned, acknowledged and delivered by an instrumentin writing
by the said Henry Snook to Edward J. Harrington, of the city of Holland, Ottawa County, State
of Michigan, which said assignmentof mortgage
togetherwith the certificatepf ackowledgment
thereof was on the fifteenth day of October, A. D.
1878, duly recorded In the office of the Registerof
Deeds In aud for the County of Ottawa and State
of Michigan,In Liber No. 4 of mortgageson pnge.
‘ In
' tK
the conditions
419. Defaulthaving been made
___________
of payment of said mortgage. Notice it hereby
given, that under the power of sale containedIn
said indenture of mortgage, on TuMdAy* the

*
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Pre-crlpltonscarefully compound by Mr. H.
Weatveer at all hours, day or night. 86-ly

ber next, for delivery at the Public School
grounds of sixty cords of Sawed Sound
Green cord wood, beech or maple, with the
which the proceedings be published with
price of each kind aud the number of
same proviso.
cords to be delivered.
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Compound Syrup

The Board of Education of the city of
Holland will receive sealed proposals up
to and includingthe 30lh day of Novem-
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Liquors,

Medicinal use only,)

ANTI-SOUS AND
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SCHOUTEN’S

Cedar and MarHolland, Mich.

&

Snuff,

The above firm are the manufacturers of DR.

street, between

P.

Cipre,

Article,

And almost everythtog else btlonglng
stockeddrug store.
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ceedings at half legal rates.
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Dress Goods in endless variety, and
from 10 cents upward. Patchwork, (a r\N

Grand Haven city, and Orondwt/ of Holland city,
providedthat said papera will publishsaid pro-
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Mr. Bilz,
Ruolml, That the proceedingsof this canvass
; Grand
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be published in the
Grant Haven
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sold by grocers generally. Ask your

the

on Ninth
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assortmentof,

finest
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On motion of Mr. Porjer, the resolution
great labor-saving device) Winter Shawls,
of Mr. Whitney was adopted by a unaniClouds, and a handsome assortment of
mous vote.
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And the

nothing equals the N ATIONAL YEAST
CAKES, manufacturedby the National
Yeast Co, at Seneca Falls, N. Y., and

Flietstra. Therclore, be it.
Be wind. That the above named personsbe and
they are hereby declared duly elected to the office
In said county as above designated, and that the
clerk be directed to furnish to each of said persons, a proper certificateof election according to
law.
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canvass of the
votes given in the county of Ottawa, and State of grocer for it.
Michigan,for the differentcounty officers of said
For pale at wholesale by
county, at the General Election held in aaid county,
on Tuesday, the 6th day of November. A. D. 1878,
FOX, SHIELDS & CO.,
that the following named persons received i he great40Grand Rapids, Mich.
est number of votes, for the respective county offl•cs as follows,to-wit : For Sheriff. Joos V er Planke;
for Clerk. Alfred A. Tracy; for Register of Deeds.
Holt’s Writing Fluid at Kanters’.
Aloys Bilz; for Treasurer, Marvin ll.Crcager;tor
Prosecuting Attorney,George W. McBride: lor
Peck; for Circuit
Surveyor, Albert V*'.----------- Court ComDress and CloaK making. Particular
miHsioners. Arcnd Vlsscher and Edwin Baxter;
fot Corouers,Curtis W. Gray and Martin M. Clark; attention paid to fitting.
for Fish Inspectors, Johu Snoek, aud Willem K.
MISS A. DEMM1CK.
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Whereas,— It appeared by
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This now store will keep a full supply of the best
and finest

is

Ingraham and Whitman, (9).
Mr. Whitney ottered the following:
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broek, Hoogesteger,Dlekema, Sage, Jones,
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Writting Material,

Van Uees, (14).
Nays— Sherburne, Vanderhoof, Masten-
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ney, Bilz and
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HARRINGTON.

E. J.

Don't forget our 40 cent Tea; Flour at
Yeas— Brown, Porter, Murray, Black- $4 25 pr. brl., and a large stock of salt,
ford, Rose, Andres, Barns, Sprietsma, very cheap, at
P. & A. STEKETEE.
Butkau, Van der Veen, Richards, Whit-
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an elegant 10 cent cigar at the Cheap

motion of Mr. Dlekema, the report Cash Store of

On

in the city, and

cent cigar

finest 5

was accepted and adopted by the follow-

F§*

•Jtoaj

Three doors East of Kruiscnga’s Store.

Tub

Surveyor 1; for Circuit Court Comm saiodom,
for Fish Inipector«,151.

ing vote
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Universal’s at 5c at Knnter’sl
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DRUG STORE,

For Governor, 1; for Lioqt. Governor, J; for
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WARD

FIRST

Additional focal

:Sa*jii'|| Superintendent of Pablio Instruction.Uh for
Member of Hoard of Educa ion, 1; for 'Uterney
General 10; for Member of Conareis. 4; for fetate
i53,sl 11 Senator, 2; for •beriff. 9; for County Clerk. 3; for
;S8S8|| Kogifterof Deeds, 9: for County Treasurer,4;
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ERRORS

Towns and City.

Ward.

88

111

. 57

185

169

290

.

169
155

. 199
. 218
. 31

no
25
46

. 49
1,048

68
25
1,081

49
41
79

— Fine Steel Engravings
CHURCH.

Bishops
61
18 Marvin and Bowman, and Portraits of the other
. 47 contributors.We being the Publishers, and em153 ploying no middlemen are able to give direct to
1<>2 Canvassersthe largest commissioas. Bell Rapid137 ly. For terms ana clrcnlars. Address,
30
J. H. CHAMBERS A CO. , ,

8tat« or Mich wan. County or Ottawa— 8 8.
do hereby certify that the foregoing B a correct
statementof the vote* given In the Second Representative District at Ottawa county, Michigan, at
the General Election held In said connty on the
fifth day of November, In the year one thonund
el^ht hundred andmynty-elght.
Jated at Grand Haven, this twelfth day of
November, A. D. 1878.

_

JOHN W. BARNS,

District,Ottawa connty, Michigan.
Secretary,

At
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r«c«Mt iMt
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8* 4-i-iOO P«r CfftU
A —fail dwcrlPtian,
“_ _ _ iwer, price,
rlca. eic^
etc* If
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No. 104 Munroe Street,

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN.

The finest

u

Saltoon

in

the City.

A

Choice Stock of Cigars

and

Liquors.

r

.JO rwr»OM m*9*rUr,

JXSaram
R«T*
OgdonflbuTgh

Henry Weirich

Mo.

THE CURTIS TURBINE!

_

Chairman of the Board of Canvassers, Second

of

8t. Louis.

712

We

Alfred A. Tracy,

Agent Wanted.
The nest book everr published
publish
on Romanism. Contrfbnted by

tfiXiS
the ablest Divines of the different
Catholic Denominations. Illoitratedwith

THE
0F

_
Lunch from

Grand RAFiDf,

10 to

1

1

o’clock

in.

a.

HENRY WIERICH.

Mich.

_

8s_to

_

A

lutting-s.
Gen. Gordon was

steam supply company has been

gauized at Grand

re elected U.

Don’t

S. Sen-

Raoids.

fall to see the

all

When

Wednesday

the Sultan loses his temper the

ladies of the household speak
a

and sing.

talk, laui*!),cry

of him

as

hnrem-scare-’emfellow.

Several cases of

diphtheria are

re-

There Is enough snow at Gaylord and
mdl We learn from reliable sources that
Otsego lakes to drag logs on, and good
>odl Mr. Wm. H. Parks has bought the fine
sleighing at Marquette.
residence of 3Ir. N. Kenyon, on Ninth

-

ported in the southeasternpart of Grand

-----

-

street.

According to the latest European dispatches it seems that the war with AfThanks- ghanistanhas commenced.

A New

31. C., left for

come and hear the wonderful

phonograph

A Large and Fine

Store and a

IsTEW stock:
— —
STOCK
BOOTS & SHOES
—
—
E. Van der Veen.
E. HEROLD,

NEW

OF

Jut

received

at

We have jtivt •coupled our new and capacious
Eighth Street, Citt o» Holland.
On Sunday last an a&sassin attempted to
Store on the
The Post-officewill be open on
ki!l king Humbert with a poniard. The
A Uoraplcta a-nortmentof Children’* and Infants'
giving Day from 7 a. m. to 8 a. m., and
king defended himself with his sword. Cor. of Eighth & River Sts.,
ahnea fur fall and winter, and stall line of
We
are told that the new smokestack
Ladles' and Uentlcman’i wtar.
from 11a. in. to 1 p. m. and from 4 p. m.
The would be murderer was arrestedon And with onr enlarged facilities are enabled to diswhich is going to be pul up at the Cappon
to 5 p. ni.
the instant.
play thd largest stock of
& Bertch tannery,will be i}{ feet in
US.
Mr. Jas. Ten Eyck, attorney at law, diameter.
The prices of some articles are eighteen
has moved his office from the bank buildper cent lower than before the war. Corn
Hon. M. L. Sweet, one of the bondsI am now telling the Howe Sewing Machine,
ing to River street, in the little building
has not been so low since 1848, exceptingin
and will henceforth keep It for tala at my store
men of the late P. R. L. Peirce, is acting
Peddling machines with wagoui ha» been abollehed
next to G. Van Pulton & Sou’s grocery
1861, cotton not so low In twenty-three
as postmaster,at Grand Rapids, pending
for the simple reuou that the prices of machine!
Parlor
Cooking
Stoves,
store.
years, and mess pork not since 1844.
aie too low to admit of any expume In that way
the appointment of a successor to 3Ir.
Call in and gut bargalna.
Rapids.

V

Stone,

Washington a few days ago.

evening.

Let

W.

Hon. John

anti-diluvianmon-

ster at the College Chapel,

ator from Georgia.

or-

CALLMD_SEE

HAEDWARE,
&

Next Sabbath evening, Nov.
the request of the Woman’s
Temperance Union,
a

24th, at

Chiislian
List

Dr. Crispel! will

preach

sermon on temperance. A cordial invita-

tion

given to

is

all.

Hope Church and

the

31.

E. Church, and

prayer meeting will be held in the even-

Hope Church.

ing in

First Ref. Church has been reand grained inside, and is ready
for reoccupatiou to morrow. Although
the color is a little darker than suits our
taste, the job reflects credit

&

Messrs. Duhl Ducharme

Co.,

now

Here

is an extract from a genuine love

letter which the

The followingare

London Christian Sigml

vouches .for: “Dearest love,

1

couple

of

to 3Ir.

/URIVKD.
Nov. 20-Schr. Four Brothers,Chicago. 130 brla
aalt,' brl oil, 120 pkgR mdse.
“ 21— 8chr. Trt-Colc
Trt-Color, .....
Milwaukee, light.

R.

r.

tiea.

the largest Rutabagas we

The

have ever seen in this locality— each one

marsh near North Holland, between the

&

While

speaking and boasting of the

canvass of

official

copies so

much

this

county oc

room of this week’s issue

overheard

culti-

The

31 r.

John Cochrane aver

leaders of the

had

JUST RECEIVED

Planing Mill, and

the

-

Butler bandit!, the

Fall and Winter

GOODS,
SUCH AS

ALSO,

Makes Custom •Wor,( a
Specialty.
D R

a long peace,

and

tell

them to go to

A full line of Boots and
Shoes for Men and Boys, Rubwork
her Boots, Warm-lined Boots,

we

that

their politicalbummering has sent to prey

worth much more than

We

Sewing Machines
A New and Beautiful

Lounges,

and prices.
A

Easy

examine stock

Gall and

—

Mr. Arthur W. Green to Miss Evalind
On Thursday morning lust Mr. Geo. L. Snyder, both of Grand Rapids, and 31r.
Bruner, our broom manufacturer, was Luke P. Johnson to Miss Emma Loop,
suddenly attacked by Preston Scott, and a both of Grand Rapids. The double wed
severe scalp wound was inflicted with ding took place at the residence of M
some weapon. We are surprised to And Geo. Frink, in this city.
that we have scalpers in our midst. This
Quite a practical joke was “perpe
being Mr. Scott’s first offence, apd at the
traied” last week by some of the students
urgent request of the complaining witness,
on
one of their number who is still a little
he got off easy, and we hope he will not
green
amnnii the older students. The
mortify his parents by a repetition of
scheme
was concocted to disguise one o
such brutality.
their number, and seek quarters over
On 3Ionday morning last, while Mr. night In the room adjoining the one oc
James Baxter, 14 years old, residing at lr cupied by the victim. The whole arrang
near Olive Centre, was going to exami
meut worked well, and next morning the
his traps, he look his gun along and
victim was minus a watch and some
lowed his dog to accompany him. T
clothing, and the report got around town
dog was so glad with the privilege to a
that the upper story of Te Roller’s store—
company his master that be jumped u
the quarters of said students— had been
on him and struck the trigger with hi
burglarized. After' the thing hud gone
forepaw, dischargingthe gun, the charg
far enough for a joke, the joke was
entering the cheek and passing through1 vealed, and the victim got back his pro
the bead, killing him after a few minutes eity after treating on the oysters.
of siyfering.Dr. Annis was immediately
It. J. C. Kennedy.— This well-knyn
summoned, but the boy died before an

ago and Michigan Lake Shore

railroad,

hlch has been in the hands of a receiver

he past two years, recently foreclosed

English Breakfast TEA

three mortgages on the road, amounting to

the United Slates court, has just sold the
road, which was bid in by Charles Francis

Adams, Jr,

in person, for $1,000,500, sub-

ject to certain liens,

of the Haskell

who own a

among which

half interest in the rolling

stock. The company will reorganize, and

X

low figures. Come and Set
20-3 ra
H. MEYER &
J.

rooms over K. J. Ilarrlngton’a

CHEAP CASH STORE.
class Style.

cheap.

Cleaning and

lie pairing

done

promptly and Neatly,

Call at the Cheap Cash

AXsBO

Store of

E. J. Harrington.

CONSUMPTION CURED!

Ladies Cloaks Cut and

3Mf

Made

to Order.
/

Ib

BEST

Maine.

tousmss, <tc.,<tc„

known throughout this and adjoining
counties, especiallyas being connected
with “those railroad lands.” His home
well

was nt Michigan City, Ind., where he died

dx, AddreM with stamp.—

DR. C. STEVENS, Brockvllle, Ont.

Joslin&Breyman,

A

NEW

STORE!

on 3Ionday evening last at the age of 54

H.W.VEBBEEK&CO.

years. Mr. Bowes came to (hat place

Hate re-opened their extensive Furniturebindnesa, closed by the big lire of 1871, on the corner of

in

1854, since which tjme he has been identi
fled with

the

interestof that place.

Ninth & River Streets.

He

In opening this afore we open the finest and
largest Fomlture store In Ottawa Co., and respectfully invite our old enstomers to come ana examine onr stock of goods, consisting of the finest
and bestkindnof furniture to the cheapeei,includingall the latent styles, snch aa East Lake,
Queen Anne, etc., which wu offer at

and national govern-

state

ments, holding the position of assistant
secretary

at the stale constitutional

convention in 1852, clerk of the state

house of representativesin 1854 and
1850, and secretary of the northern super-

intendencyof Indian

affairs for lour years,

he

resided in 8t. Paul,

commenced he had

during the past year, but, ns we have be- Minn. After the war

the supervisor of Fillmore, where-

fore remarked, his business has increased the position of assistant quartermasterfor

upon

public meeting was called and u

to

bis

first-

buslneesyon can engage Id. $5 to j
per day made by any
any worker ol eltl
«Ul
anxloae to make known to his fellowmx, right fn their own loeallllea. P
suffererathe means of cure. To all who desire ir, tlcnlaraand samples worth $5 free. Improve y<
bondholders.
he will send a copy of the prescription used, FREE spare time at this business. Address SnaaoN
OF CHARGE, with directions for preparing and
8-1 v
ItMONG the dispatches we find chronicled nnlng the same, which will be found a sure cm e for <3o., Portland,
the death of Mr. W. R. Bowes, who is Consumption, Catarrh,Bronchitis, Asthma, AVr-

Since then a letter has been received from

two years

in

New

Jersey. After the war

Watchmakers | Jewelers,
Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

of Indiana, which he held
two years. Since that time he has
been interested in the Southern Pacific
railway. He has been trustee for the Port
Huron and Lake Michigan road, and as
such has had the selling of the land
All Kinds of Spectacles.
granted them by congress. He wm also
interested in the Chicago and Northeast- Full Liae oT<
ern. 3Ir. Bowes was a graduate of Kenyon college, Ohio, and for some years »f- Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.

ha!

ter practiced law.

closed he was appointedspecial mail agent
for the district
for

CSoMPeai*

Holland, March

84,

1878.

Very Low Prices.
Having bought everythingnew we can sell lower
with a small profit, than old stock can be sold “at
coat.’

DEALERS IN

committeeappointed, consistingof five notices out of the papers in this place.
prominent citizens of Fillmore, who The doctor's practice here is among onr
started for one of the Southern stales, best citizens. He, has had years of exwhere he now lives, to call upon him per- perience, is well read, and is a njan to he
sonally, and clear up the great Bergman trusted in any emergency, fie has made
mystery which has annoyed so many ever some rental kahle cures in this village, and
since. We are satisfied before the com- no one has found fault with him. He
mittee returns, that Bergman is alive, and does not pretend to cure everything,but
when the committee returns, whatwi l the when he knows a case to be incurable he
apostles, who believed in his murder, tells the patient so.” The doctor will be
make of the bones that were found? Ha, at Grand Haven on the 2nd and at Grand
and 15th of each month.

Cutter and Tailor,

Also, No. 1 Mackerel, for sale

remedy,

him by

1st

GBIFFIN,

The undersigned,an old and retired physician,

alive, but would not state Uis whereabouts,.spent thousands of dollars in advertising during which time

Rapids on the

A.

the country. Cutting and making In

managed efficiently here- having been permanently enred of the much
after. Adams bought the road for the dreaded disease CONSUMPTION, by a simple

the road will be

honor under the

he has taken

Lard, the best in

is that

has held many positionsof trust and

the 28th and forenoon of the

The Bergman case, which caused Mo 20th of the present month. The doctor is
much excitementin Fillmore, Ovensef is meeting with great success in his practice,
about to be cleared up. , A lew months as witness the followingfrom the Kalamaago a party from Overisel visited Berg- zoo QatetU: “ We don’t have to say hard
man’s father in the Netherlands,Europe, things about a man because he don’t see
from whom it was ascertained that he was tit to advertise.Dr. J. C. Kennedy has

Pretty Jhin— those hones.

offer all at extremely

Sheetings, Muslins, etc.,

& Barker Car company,

gentleman will be at the City Hotel on the

an extent that

—

1

Ever IntroducedInto thla Cily.

We
A large lot hf new Bleachedand Unbleached

—

FINE COFFINS

And a splendid variety of other Teas.

over $9,000,000. Col. Hinsdall, clerk of

evening

such

^AND

—

SUPERB ARTICLE OF

:

thanks!

a

Chairs, Etc.

best—

Also the

WALNUT CASKETS

necessary square timber, prevented the

of

OF

Parlor Suits,

Etc., Etc.

the world and an Exhibitionof Edison’s
Sheetingsfrom 1 yard wide to 2.V yards wide.
much
of
the work, as was Wonderful Phonographwhich will talk so
for a beatiful piece of venison received on
loud'that every one in the room can hear
anticipated last summer.
Ladies hose in endless variety,
Thursday last. We happened to hear on
distinctly. This exhibitionis very highly
the same day that 3le88rs. George and
cheaper than ever. Call
Two weddings at the same time don commended by the different school Super
Wilson Harrington had been out on a
and See.
occur very often nowadays. But on jnteiidents of the State.
hunt and were successful in shooting three
Wednesday evening last Rev. Wm. M.
deer. We presume that we owe our
J. Lewis Stackpole and H. Blake,
Coplin was called upon to tie the knot for
venison to one of those gentlemen.Many
rustees for the bondholders of the ChiN. K. Fairbanks Tin Caddy

medical aid could reach him.

have Inst added to oar stock of

NEW- FURNITURE
-

finishing of us

the following young ladies and gentlemen

VAN RAALTE.

CHEAP! CHEAP!

a

struction will be placed In positionat the of admission and

K.

ALL KINDS

the Dennis Kearny san culottesall disband

is

are indebtedto some kind friend

I

An Immenee Stock of

Duncan greasers, and

end of one of the piers this fall yet. The the small sum charged— 25 cts. Children,
considered other two will very probably be finished 15 cents. The great Geological and
quite an improvement to the front appear- und sunk next spring. Rough wealher, Zoological Institude, representing the
ance of Mr. Ten Hage’s place.
and consequent delay in the receipt of the chief attraction of the great museums ol

We

Of the neatest styles and best qualitieswhleh
effer cheaper than anybody else.

considereda

is

job. The whole thing

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

STILL COMING

greenbackguerrillas, the

If the weather permits,one of the three there is to be a grand Exhibition at the
blinds new cribs that are under course of con- College Chapel, one well worth the price

were manufactured and put up by
ftiffinix

good

89-4w

off from his front windows, and

substitutedinside blinds.

Boots and Shoes

.

pig only six months old that upon their wives and children, and they
vation some of the best lands in the conn
weighs over 200 pounds. Wo did not will soon have less cause to complain of
ty—the black, rich soil is said to be two
learn what kind it belonged to, but what- hard limes.
feet deep.
ever kind it is,— it is evidently a profitable
Our readers should bear in mind the
3Ir. Wm. Ten Hage has taken the white kind.
fact that on Wednesday Eve., Nov. 27,
he

pamt

1878.

Ladies’ and Misses Winter
tains the correct officialfigures, every Shawls, Gents’ Winter Clothone of our readers will be able to see bow ing, Gents’ and Boys’ entire
hU favorite was received at the hands of
Suits, including a fine lot of
the county Overcoats, for Men and Boys,
JjonisvUle Courier Journal: Let the Pants and Mittens;

and drive from their firesidesthat famine

virtues of the different breeds of hogs,

and when completed will put under

8,

DEALER IN

VAN DER VEEN.

their shiftless cankers of a calm world and

31. L.

The drain leads to Black River,

Holland, Nov.

VAN RAALTE,

D. B. K.

CLEARED.

Geo. Souter

the large carbon in an alcoholic form.

R. R. and the Chi.

E.

- AND

Nov. 20-Schr. Four Brothera,Chicago, 2,300 r.

Our thanks are due

aliment renders unnecessaryand repulsive

S. R.

the arrivalsand clear-

large as a peck measure, are solid that we had to leave out our “Farmers
at regu'ar
and weighed 12 and 10^ lbs respectively. Column.” As the table mentioned con-

in

Prices.

ances up to Friday morning:

have swal-

is no current to speak of.

A big ditch is being dug

HEROLD.

1877.

city.

Give us a call and examine

feet of logs

is as

selling it

1,

winter.

This speaks well for lake shore agriculGrand Haven harbor has been dredged turists.
out by the tug Paine, and is now said to
A vegetarian diet, and food of a
have 14^ feet of water. When such harfarinaceousnature, as macaroni, haricot
bors, that have so much river current to
beans, lentils, etc., are said to greatly aid
help them, have to be dredged, what can
in the conquering of a liking for alcoholic
we expect from our harbor, where there
beverages.Carbonaceousor oleaginous

Grand Haven

York.

season. Wages paid are about the same,
but
and cost of supplies a little less than last

slightly damaged.

for a

prices.

this

Since we are enabled to purchafe and expose
larger stock* we can buy aud sell cheaper.

—20,000,000 more than has been cut ibis

is

the slock, on Saturday morn'ng last, leased
the store, and is

cents from Cincinnatito

from 100,000,000 to 110,000,000

lowed the postage-stamp which was on
your letter because I knew that your lips
have had touched it.” After this the deluge.

took possessionof

Ever before displayed In one building In

preparations are being

cept the Persia and Montpelia, which have

ben abandoned. The schooner Elvina

60

sold for

Advices from Grand River state that
made for putting in

The vessels recently beached at Grand
Haven have all been taken off again, ex-

belonging to Mr. J. Van Landegeud, to

who

New

Wm. Verbeek, P. M.

sold their stock of haidware, formerly
Mr. J. R. Kleyu,

been

on Mr. Dinkc-

& Son, painters.

B.

Hollanb, Mich., Sept.

nati is simply astonishing. Tickets have

Mrs. H. 8. Woodruff, H. Coleman, Wm.

a bad condition, the H. B. Moore is

The

CUTLERY, TLYlfARE, <fc.,

office at Holland,Mich., Nov. 21th, 1878:

painted

loo

letters remaining in

the MethodistChurch

will unite in the services on Thanksgiving

at

of

Another war is in progress. The combetween the roads running cast
the Post
from Kansas City, St. Louis and Cincinpetition

Llood, G. Anderson, Dr. L. E. Best.

Day, and Rev. Dr. CHspell will preach in
the forenoon

Peirce.

6-ly.

A complete stock; come and
see for yourself.
Remaining Proprietors of the

FHCBITIX;
Planing Mill,
We are prepared to mannfactnretareltnreto order
and can afford to sell common ware very cheap.

We alao keep ourselves prepared to do
ofManin^. Matching, Re-aawlng,making
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FATHER’S STORY AND THANKS* Yon felt that not very long ago she had
GIVING.
seen June, with sunlight and song,
miy, wife, what is it pleases you? What makes warmth and perfume and life, and,

you so take onf
though it had all gone from her as comYoaaurely must be crazy; or maybe you’re heard
pletely as from the withered leaves in
from
Yet that is hardly likely, m he’* be«a fire yean the little paper bags, her mission,like

John—

And

can Scarcely dare to bfipe you’re iftard froth
him to-day.
We nerer hare e’en heard from him, and yet the
day may como
When we can welcome homo again our longabeented son:
And, though there be no fatted oalf, we’d try to
make him feel
That hero, so long as we’re to share, he'd nerer
I

want a meal.
Poor boy ( how aad ho looked that day when biddin’
rou good-by,
And, thetfgh he spoke quite cheerfully,• tear stood
in each eye.
think he would have talked to me, but I had
turned to go.
For l was angry with him then— but why I hardly
I

theirs, was

to do good, to give ease to
the suffering, and even a mild spice, a
cheerfulflavor and perfume, to

was monotonous and

all

that

distasteful about

'•i.

ter.

This was all that Margery knew. She
had waited faithfully for some eiplauation ; had written to him several times ;
but her letterscame back to her through
the Dead Letter Office, showing that
Jack had never received them, and that
his present residence was not known at
his former address. She never doubted
Jack through it all. She was true, and
she felt sure that he was, too. There

was some strange mystery between
.r,-rriCT
^
Margery was not called an old maid them. It might never be cleared up in
by the school children.There was not this world ; but it would be sure to be
a gray thread in all her wealth of au- in heaven, and they would have all
burn hair, she did not dress in an- eternity to understand one another in.
Margery could not grow old and sour,
tiquated style, or keep a cat, or drink
tea, ‘ -hr belong to the sewing so- for there is always youth and sweetness
or show any of the

usual where there is hope.
Margery was sorting her herbs in the
characteristics of old maids. The cozy
little parlor looked out npott the spice sunny drying-room, which the school
our boy—
children called Miss Margery’s herbaIt always seemed that nothing else could gire him garden from a bay window, which Marso much joy;
gery had hadi built for her geraniums ; rium, when she was called to the door
Just let him got his hands on one. he’d go and hide
and the flowers and the open piano — for by Bina Hutchins. Bina drove a proaway.
And read along from morn till night, while other Margery was a music teacher— gave the vision cart, supplied in part at the shire
room a very pleasant air. Her music town, five miles away, and supplying in
ciety,

know.
You know that books were ever a great pleasure to

&
And many times

I’ve

heard him say

it

h*' nevo' kept up with the times, like her dresses.
made a boy a
Both were always modern aud pretty.

fool.
This givin’him book-leamin*, for they’d only como
to harm,
Nor would ti»ey be content to stay and work u^pu,

She weht

many villages.
Homin’, Miss Margey,” said the old
man, cheerily. “ I’m round taking my
orders for turkeys for Thanksgiving.
Nigh about disposed of the whole flock
now. Mils Frothingham bought Suleiman Pasha; they took Achmet Pasha at
the hotel ; I sold Ismail Pasha pud
Mukhtar Pasha at the Comers; and the
restaurantkeeper at the junction spoke
for Mehemet Ali last summer, when he
saw him stnittin’ about in onr pastur’.
I feel as if I owed a sight to you, Miss
Margery, for naming them turkeys for
me.
“ The heft of the people in this secits circuit as
“

and musicales
either). She
helped to get up all the fairs and festiAnd
uSft must be like him ; for,
vals and tableaux^ Society at Baxter’s,
our John
the little town where she lived, would
Sit porin’ o’er his books all day, instead of helpin’
on,
have been at a standstillwithout her.
And doin^wo|k about the plat*. I thought the bby In short, she was not an old maid at all,
And so 1 did not use hhn well, as I. his fatner. but only an old yoting lady; Margery
should.
was never slighted, and yet it was ptobaBut, what was worst of all, one day I took away a
b^ ten
since she Jiad an offer,
book
Which ho had lately borrowed,and threw it in the She had higher idtOAtoty. oi bourse';
. brook;
but that was fifteen years ago, and everyAnd, had you seen, as I did, the look he gave me
body at Baiter’s, including Margery herthen,
You would not wonder why I wish to see my boy self, would JiAv^ been very mudh suragain.
Onr John, poor boy ! he thought at last ’twas best prised to have heard that she was going tion are interested in the war— leastways
for him to go
to be married. And yet everybody and they pertend to be; and when I showed
And find a honjptiwayfrom here;.«nd then h# toid
Margwj wtff «sa«tined to rexac|!y t]i»t ’em the names o’ them turkeys on my
order-book, there was een a’most a
And I ^as Ve'f/willii’,for I thought, Wheh: <Jhfce
away,
8UIf™ulia(l
naked
4o
people 'at Bax- scrimmage to see who’d get his name
He’d hanker to get back again, an<J Jhen contented
ter’s for Margery’s love story, you would down opposite the high-sou ndingest of
But years have parsed away sine^ then, and we probably have receivedtwo different ver- ’em. Dickson, the restaurant keeper,
have never heard
A word of good or ill report; and, if my eyes are sions. Some would have aud that it hez it printed on the posters he’ll hang
blurhsd ' f
was Jack Bogardus, and some that it i’us in the station on Thanksgiving day:
By tears at timee, it is because I do not feel the
Fred Frpthingham; but all would have Mehemet Ali beheaded this morning.
agreed that she had been “disap- This great Turk to be raffled for at our
free lunch.’ And Miss Frothingham
pointed.”
Margery’s story, so far as sh6 knew it told me she was going to put her turhave him here,
To comfort us and cheer us, now old age is drawing —for Margery herself did not know all key’s name into all her invitations.She
near.
But no^r.-perhapa,it,i* too Igte, and he may never of her story — was this : Jack Bogardus showed me one of the menoos that that
was an orphan and her cousin. He had young lady who is stayin’ there painted
To 'gladden' us;' who long tor 'him, and wait for 'him1,
been adopted by her father, and they for her on white satin. She’s printed
at home. :o
Ah, well! I have been punished, and sometimes I’m had grown up together.But Jack was Suleiman Pasha in what she calls Turkey
nearly wild d
> J
a willful boy. Margery’s father did not red, with guns and moons and little
Whe^fckia^how ^ treated hitni Ho^r wboy, o«t
understand him, and at last he ran away cupidseS,in turbans and baggy trousers
I know it cannot last long, for something tells me to California. Margery knew that he all around the border. They do say
so,
Fred Frothingham’s going to many her.
Nor would I mind it, could I sec our boy before I was going* and she did not discourage
him. It seemed to her that this was She’s some sort of relation to his fust
And you, his mother,have grown old and gray bereally best for all. Jack had promised wife. I say, Miss Margery, it seems
yond your years
And, though you try to hide them, yet 1 often see tOjCome back some day, when he had kinder, curus to me there’ shud be so
* the tears;
“made his pile,” and claim h.e? fur his many Generals in Turkey by the name
And nothin' seems to please you now as once it
wife, if she would only*wwt« Margery of Pasha. The only way I kin account
used to do.
OK ’^ould tbit Ir-had died my^lf ^rqfrodblecaA# had waited, ftr father had' died, and she fur it is that it must have been the
was left alone. That same year Jack name of the last Sultan. They say
I saw onr parson here to-day
I hope his folks are
well.
wrote that he had prospered and that that the Sultans have wives enough to
He eanje to^mabea ^all jqu «^y. What newa had he was coming home. The same mail fill a female seminary, and that the Sultan’s crack regiment is made of his own
I know there must be somethin’, for you look more brought her a little box, containing a
pleased to-day
ring of California gold. It came on sons. I don’t know how I should have
Thau I have seen you all these years that John has
Thanksgivingday, and the day had ever managed about naming my turkeys if it
been away.
He brought a letter, did you say, from him— what! since been a sad one for Margery ; for, hadn’t a-been for the Pasha family. A
from our John r
whole brood of turkeys came after you
Which says that he will soon be home. No wonder though Jack came back to the village,
you take on!
and others saw him, he did not even call sent me that list of names, an’ I called
Thank God! for He has heard my p raver, and filled upon her, and he returned to the West ’em Constantinople Pasha, an’ Bagdad
my soul with joy,
And taken sorrow from my heart by seudin’ back the next day, without leaving any mes- Pasha, an’ Bosphorus Pasha, an’ one on
our boy.
sage for her. There had been no ex- ’em Jerky-nek-off Pasha, though my
And now let us kneel down and ask tliat God His
planation since. It was still the same wife said that was kind of mixin’ things,
And sbo^r^qSjlassing on our boy as long as he cruel mystery that it had been fifteen fur it seemed to her that Jerky-nek'-off
years ago. She did not even know at sounded more Rooshan than Turkey.
And, when to-lndrtow's dawn has comer and John
“ I did very well with the whole flock
is here to stay.
the time thAt he was in town, for she
We’ll thank thelsml why gave to us a true Thanks- was in great perplexity and trouble.
exceptin’ the Sultan, the very biggest
giving day.
Fred Forthingham, the son of the and gamest feller of all. ’Ll weigh
to all the parties

(and:did not

go, alone,

.
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SWEET MARJORAM.
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Thanksgiving;
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Story.

BY LIZZIE W. CHAMPNEY.
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A garden inclosed is. my sister, my spouse;thy
planta are an orchard of pleasant fruits;camphire
with spikenard, spikenard andsaffron; calamus and
cinnamon, with all trees of frankincense; myrrh
and aloes, with all the chief spices; • * • which
I hate laid up for thee. 0 my beloved.— So/omon’s
JSonglc.,12, 18, 14; r«., 13.

Margery’s spice-gardenwas not exactlike the one planted for Egypt’s
*daughterbythe great Jewish Sultan,
• though the plants were, indeed,
- chard of pleasant fruits, consistingdr A
hedge-like row of currant bushes and a
. half-dozen gnarled, stunted trees, that
Bina Hutchins said .bore the best
• “squicohes” in aU the township,. The
• ground nbt occupied by the fri(ts was
laid out in orderly little beds, filled with

ly

wealthiest man at Baxter’s,had been
one of the first to enlist when the war
of the great Rebellion broke out, and itt
was now the second year of the struggle.
On the eve of a battle, not knowing
whether he would survive the terrible
work of the next day, Fred wrote Margery a letter, telling her that he loved
her and asking her, if he lived to come
home," to be his wife.
Margery replied, telling him as kindly
as she could how impossible it was.
This letter Fred never received, for he
was wounded in the battle, his father
came’ for him, and be was brought back
to Baxter’sthe day before the arrival of
Margery’s cousin. The journey threw
him into a fever, and when he was laid
upon his own bed, with his mother
bending over him, he did not know her,
but raved deliriously about Margery,
calling her by all the sweet names that
his disordered mind could supply.

twenty-eight pounds easy, an’ tailfeathers enough to make . half a

.

—

,

my whole stock of sweet marjoram

; for

Ifshall not kill the Sultan this year,

told their story, and I do not think one
and of the precious leaves would have been

phfhaps I shall give him away.” And used in the Sultan’s stuffing had she not
Bina drove away with the sweet mar- thought that nothing was too good for
joram, leaving Margery peering ad- her wedding dinner.
miringly into the Sultan’s prison;
Fred Frothingham was at the wedAll this time Jack was coming nearer ding. “ And now you can understand,”
and nearer, to help her celebrate said Jack to him, “ why I was so anxious
Thanksgiving,for Jack had his story, to come East. Even in a land flowing
too.
with milk and honey one may long for
He had been unfortunateever since cold water, and all your orchard of
his return to California. 1 Everything pleasant fruits could not make mo forhad gone wrong. And he did not care, get a little garden of herbs.”
for wealth was nothing to him without
“And you wanted to transplant one
Margery. He had come back that au- of iia flowers to the Pacific coast?”
tumn years ago td claim her. As he queried Fred.
stepped from the cars, the first person
“What flower?” asked Margery, unwhom he met was the village doctor, consciously.
who shook hands with him pleasantly A peal of laughter ran around the
and offered him a ride.
table, and Jack passed up his plate (ior
“What is the nows, doctor?” was Margery had insisted on carving the
Jack’s first question.
Sultan herself), with the demure re“Everything is about as usual,” re- quest, “My dear, if you please, I will
plied the physician.“Let me see. take Sweet Marjoram.”
Fred Frothingham was a friend of
jours. Was Ife not? He has come
Efficient Lightning Conductors.
back from the war, wounded; but I
guess wo will pull him through. The
At the recent meeting of the British
sweet face of his little nurse would Association, Dr. Richard Anderson, of
make any man well, I should think, the Society of TelegraphicEngineers,
even if had not the luck to be engaged read a paper on lightning conductors,
to her, which Fred has.”
which contained some sound advice os
“ What, Fred engaged ? ” asked Jack, to the prevention of casualties in thun“And to whom?”
derstorms. “ First of all,” he said, “ it
“Why, to your Cousin Margery, to be is desirablethat public recommendation
sure. I thought you would kjiowpf it.” should be made, by local and other
“ Doctor, are you sure of this ? ” asked authorities,to place lightning conJack, a little unsteadih’.
ductors on all exposed or high-lying
“ Of course I am. Mrs. Frothingham buildings, whether public or private, as
told me; and I have even* more positive well ns on those standing near woods
proof, for I have just left the house, and and on moist grqund. It might bo well
Miss Margery was ntirsing the young worth the triflingexpense to place simman.”
ple conductors also against trees in
parks,
under which there are benches,
After that Jack stayed in Baxters only
long enough to see, from the door of or where persons are likely to gather
the little shop opposite,Margery taking during a thunder-storm, they forming
leave of Mrs. Frothingham,at the head a prolific source of fatal accidents.
of the great fljght of stone steps. Above all, no church, chapel, school,
Then he shut his sore heart up within prison, or other large public building,
an iron will, and went back to Cali- ought to be without one or more lightning conductors.But, if it is necessary
fornia.
The years that followed were a long, to multiply greatly lightning condreary desert in his life. Perhaps God ductors, it is equally so that they should
J

permits us to live through such years of be planned, erected, and also periodiblankness and weariness to show us by cally tested by competent persons, with
contrast the exceeding preciousness of scientific as well as practical knowledge
f the work. The testing should take
the joy He has in store for ns. And so
place
at regular intervals, perhaps best
Jack lived until the autumn of which
we have been speaking. Then all his in the spring, before the advent of the
misfortunes seemed to culminate. He summer thunder-storms, and it should
could nowhere find employment,and he likewise be made whenever a building
was very poor. As a last resort, he ac- has been undergoing repairs which may
cepted the position of bartender in a have damaged the conductors. A wellsaloon. He was new to the business, organized system of inspection of lightand the proprietor proceeded to give ning conductors would be most inexpenhim some instructions. The veteran in sive. The galvanometerused for the
drinks first concocted amint-julep,after purpose has been latterly much improved in Germany, and small portable
some infallible recipe of his own.
“There!” said he. ’“Try that, young instruments, of the size of a diminutive
man, and own up that you never tasted carpet-bdg, are now made, which leave
nothing to be desired in the shape both
anything like it in your life.”
“I would rather yon would taste and of effectiveness and durability. Already
see if it is right, sir,” replied Jack. such a system of inspection and testing
A proposition readily complied with of conductors exists in Paris and sevthe compounder
intoxi- eral other French towns.”

by

of

cating beverages, and followed by
a frightfulscene of choking and
expectoration.“There is something
wrong about the mint,” he sputtered
and then, examining the pail of green
ys upon his counter, he exclaimed
leased if that stupid market-woman
asn’t left me sweet marjoram, instead
f spearmint!”
The word sweet marjoram recalled to
;

:

Jack' the dear girl for whom it always
prided seemed to him that the little plant must
myself on the Sultan, but I’m going have been named. What would she
to lose money on him. Yon see the
ve thought of his present occupaladies of the Methodist church at ion? And then and there he resigned
B’thesdy Springs hed come to the conis position as bartender,obtaining
clusion that the tabernacle, though it
m his would-be employer the little
was a good enough place for the summer
quet of sweet marjoram and pressing
boarders to git religion in, was too it %tween the leaves of his neglected
windy and chilly a place to get up any Bibre. But now he had nothing to look
sort of religious warmin’ during the to for subsistence,and he strolled diswinter: an' they voted to have a fair consolately toward the depot, wonderabout Thanksgivingtime to raise money ing what would be the next scene in
to build a chapel. Well, after they’d the strange drama. The train from
engaged the Sultan of me, an’ advertised the mountains was just in, and,
him in all the papers as one of the at- springing from it, Jack wap,., surtractions, what’u they do but conclude prised
see his old friend,
they couldn’tafford to take him unless Fred Frothingham. The two young
I’d donate him. The idee ! When I’d men greeted each other pleasantly.
been fattening him np all summer ex- Fred said that he had been spending
pressly for them, an’ declined him to the summer in California, and had inMiss Frothingham and Mr. Dickson, vested in a fruit farm, which he hoped
who’d eithei on ’em have given a good to visit once in two years, and that he
price for him ! And the most aggravat- was now in search of some one to keep
ing thing about it ia that Elder Dusen- it for him.
bury has sold ’em his 6-year-oldlame
“I am the very man you want,” cried
gobbler, and that every one that tackles Jack, impulsively.And then, as a sudhim will think it’s the Sultan, and my den thought struck him, be asked:
turkeys will lose their reputation.
“Shull you bring your wife with yon,
“I declare now, Miss Margery, the when you come, Fred ? ”
idee just strikes me that the Sultaa is
“My wife died five years ago*” replied
just the turkey for yon. It would please Fred, gravely.
mo fust rate for yon to have the best
Jack staggeredas though he had
bird in my lot. You must wear out a been struck. “Margery dead!” he exsight of wiig a-dusting, you’re so neat ; claimed.
and the Sultan’s are strong enough to
“Margery!” reiterated the other, in
last a year. I’ll throw off a shillin’',see- surprise. “My wife was Boise Bateman.
ing it’s you, and take half out in dicker. I would not tell every one, Jack; but
One thing I come round fur was to get your Cousin Margery refused me, and
all the sweet majorum you can spare. after I met Bose I was not sorry for it.”
There’s alius a call for it about this seaAnd so it was settled that Jack should

dozen handsome fans.

I

Mrs. Frothingham imagined, from
Margery and her sen were en“ yarbs.” Thoroughwort and mothergaged. The possibility that Fred could
wort, for the infusion of bitter teas, to
love and not be loved in return never
be drunk religiouslyin the spring cf
entered the head of the doting little
the year, a penitential ceremonial seemwoman, and so she wrote to Margery,
ingly handed down from the commemcalling her “my dear daughter,” and
•oration of the Passover, by the eating
begging her to come to Fred, for her
•of hitter herbs. Other medicinal
presence alone could cure liim. Margplants, more grateful to the palate
ery had no mother or friend to consult,
«pearmint and peppermint, pennyroyal,
and to her the only thing to be dene
catnip and hoarhound— grew near by,
seemed to be to confide in Mrs. Frothwith arnica for wounds and bruises, lavingbam, and, taking a little basket of
ender for the linen chest, coriander and
poppy-leaves,to make a pillow for the
caraway for the good housewife’s cooksufferer,she hurried to the Frothingies, anise and saffron for spasmy babies,
ham mansion. The girl who admitted
rosemary for perfume, thyme and sage
her told her that Mrs. Frothingham was
•for home-made “ sassingers,”tansy for
tired out from watching all night with
batter puddings, with such mild aroher son, and had lain down to
matics as fennel and dill for the gentle
try to take a little rest, but had left son.”
stimulus to mental exertion needed by word before doing so that, if Margery
Margery had stood, while the old man
the ruminating old deacons, as they came, she was to be shown directly to
was talking, beneath the little porch,
listened to the words of the good minMr. Fred’s room. Margery drew back whose pillars had been lifted out of the
ister, which drifted down upon his hearat this announcement; but just at that ground by the strong old vines that
•ers as soothingly as poppy-leaves.
moment -the village doctor called to her twisted about them in such snaky conAs Margery sorted her herbs, that from the head of the 'stairs, requesting tortions. An amused smile had flickbright October day, passing some of her to help him administer some medi- ered on her face as she listened. “But,
tthem through coarse wire sieves, rub- cine to his patient, as he was quite wild. Bina ” she expostulated,“the Sultan is
bing them fine, and pocketing them Margery did as the doctor directed, and entirely too large for a Thanksgiving
away in neAtly-labeled bags, while others, Fred received his medicine tractably
dinner for only poor little me.”
not so dry, were tied in bunches and from her hand. A few moments later
“I didn’t know but you might have
bung from the brown rafters of the at- Mrs. Frothingham came in the doctor company,” suggested Bina. “The old
tic, a stranger would have noticed a cer- went 'away, and she stumbled through
people from the Town House haven’t
tain appropriateness between the girl her explanation, she hardly knew how, had a regular Thanksgiving dinner since
and ^ier surroundings.
and left the fond mother tearful and the one you gave them.”
Her presence seemed to diffuse just indignant at her obduracy. It was not
“Mrs. Dusenbury told me,” replied
such a faint, pleasant perfume. Both until weeks after that she learned that Margery, “that whatever is left from the
the dried bunches of herbs and her pale Jack had been in town on the very day church festival is to be sent there, so
cheek rer inded you that, though faded when she had been so faithful to him, that they are provided for this year.
now, thr d had been bloom there once. and had not even called upon her.
However, I will take the Sultan. You
this, that

may shut him up in the dog-kennel. brought forward his Bible, with the litWe haven’t kept a dog since Cousin tle sprays pressed between its leaves.
Jack went away. And you may have The tears stood in Margery’s eyes as he

to

keep the

fruit farm for his friend.
“There is a very pretty cottage on it,”
said Fred, “ana, with aU those pears
and grapes, you will soon be a rich
man.” He was surprised that Jaok was
not willing to enter upon his duties at
once, but the young man insisted on
purchasing a ticket to Baxter’s with the
advance money which Fred gave him.
And this was how it happened that
there was a Thanksgiving dinner that
year at Margery’s, and that the Sultan
left his prison in the kennel, and was
decapitated on the same evening with
his Generals of the oft-repeated name of
Pasha.
“Dear me!* said Margery, in dismay,
as she dressed the turkey, “and to think
that, among all my herbs. I haven’t a
sprig of sweet

“But I

marjoram for

the stuffing.”

have,” replied Jack, as he

6

Colorado Ranch Customs.

Every ranchman is armed with a repeating rifle, a shot-gun and a revolver
—although many do not cany- their revolvers. I hardly ever carry mine. In
the event of a quarrel an unarmed man
stands more show for his life, for, no
matter how great a desperado may be
the man, he never shoots an unarmed

man. The question is asked: “Are
you heeled ?

”

meaning armed. On vour

answering to the contrary they will immediately put up their weapons. Stealing here is sure death to the one getting
caught at it. Two weeks ago a party of
us went up into the mountainsprospecting for minerals in a new gulch, and
on onr way found a man hanging to a
tree who had been dead some days, with
a paper pinned on his shirt simply stating, “Horse thief.” Those things strike
terror to the thieves. Three nights ago
three desperate-lookingmen aroused me
in the night, and said they were looking
for a horse-thiefand were tired. I invited them to stay all night. They im-

mediately made themselvesat home,
cooking their own supper, I finally falling asleep, leaving them playing poker,
$ 1 a corner. They departed early the
next morning, and, I learned, came up
with their man and shot him. It is remarkable to think that a man may shoot
his neighbor and nothing be said, but
let him steal anything and he must die.
It is one of the peculiar ideas of the

men

on the borders that every man must
protect his life, and not the law. But
good class of people now setthis country, slowly but silre,
and their Eastern ideas will bring law
and order.— Cor. Rochester Herald.
there is a

tling

up

The Wheelbarrow Man’s Tramp.
phenomenal idiot who has
been trundling a wheelbarrow all the
way from Albany to Ban Francisco,
Potter, the

reached his journey’send ten days ago,
accomplishing the tramp of 3,995 miles
in 172 days, exclusiveof Sundays. His
average daily walk has been about 231
miles, wliich is
miles better
than the average, which he undertook
to make in order to win a wager of
$1,000. The wheelbarrowwhich he has
pushed across the continent weighs with
the freight about 75 pounds. He has
filled four large blank books with the certificates of his presence at various points
along the^oad. Some of these are curious. For instance: “Potter passed
through Reno, Nev., 27th of September,
1878. Success to the noble hero that
has accomplishedso wonderful an enterprise. Such a man should live forever and die in peace and go to heaven.”
Again : “ May all the peace under the
canopy of heaven be sent upon you, and
every glistening ray of the setting sun
prove you a worthy individual in tho
sight of your Creator.”

about
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A Reliable Life Insurance Policy.

Fishing Extraordinary.

J

Indian took Ibis position seated in the
stern, and another stood in the bow.
The one in the stem used a paddle to
keep the boat’s head up stream, while
the other used a pole to steady the
boat. He had a dip-net about four feet
in diameter, with a handle twelve or
fifteen feet long. This was hung over
the projection of the cut-water,while
the handle trailed back in the water.
Thus equipped, we sailed out into the
rapids, which are half a mile in length
and one mile wide. At the foot of the
rapids the fishing is done. The water
boils and tumbles like the swiftest rift
on the Delaware, and is generallyhalf
white with breaking foam. With his
pole, the Indian in the bow holds the
canoe, or lets it float steadily sidewise,
now up a little, then down, but always
under perfect control, and always dancing with the rush of water. He watches
the water constantly, which varies in
depth from eight to nine feet. Suddenly with a quick motion he shoves the
end of the polo under the bow piece,
grasping the net at the same time with
the other hand, and, never taking his
eye from the water, plunges it in, perhaps ten feet away, and forces it to the
bottom, or, as the canoe sags back with
the current, lets it drop a few feet, and
then with a peculiar twist raises it to
the surface, and, with a toss like turning
a flapjack, drops a five-pound whitefish
into the canoe. This was repeated time
and again, right in the swiftestwater,
and seldom only one fish was caught,
but once six that would weigh eighteen
pounds. Often I could not see bottom,
and one was caught in eight or ten feet
of water. I could see no fish until they
were brought to the surface. It was the
only kind of fishing that I ever saw that
I did not think I could learn to do. It
is said no white man ever did learn. The
Indian I was with took 800 in one day.

We were out an hour and took about
thirty.— letter to Deposit (N. Y.)
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Henry and Raymond, are grown men;
the other, James, is a youth of 13 years. Auchincloss Brothers,
The girl, Ellen, is about 19. Henry esSole Agent* in New York tor
caped, but all the others were arrested,
J. A P. OOATS.
and on Wednesday and Thursday were
tried. The old man, Simon, wm found MASON &HAMLIH CABINET ORGANS
guilty of voluntary manslaughter, and wJ^Skxpo^tBn? Kt 9S?SSe yIars!
sentenced to twenty years in the peni- VML: At Pabi*, l»7: Viexka, SaNTUOO, 1876;

Philadelphia.1876 ; Pabu, 1«78 ; and Grand Swedish
Gold Medal, 1878. Only American Organs everawarded highest honor* at any each. Sold for oaah or InsUllmenta. Illdbibated Cataloodk* and Circulars, with

tentiary; Raymond and Ellen were convicted of murder, and sentenced to be
hanged on Thursday, the 19th of De- ssiarasf
T»B‘us
AGO.
cember, and James, convicted of involuntary manslaughter, was sentenced to
one year in the penitentiary.—Sauaunah (Ga.) News.
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the Heart. Here been r rent! 7 troubled
to get mjr breath at Umee, and had eerere alnkinKspells
aooompeD/ing difficulty of breathing,ao that I hare
been In great danger of Immediate (Teeth. Hare need
but two bottlesof the HEART REGULATOR, and.
though not consideringmyself owed, can- say that I do
? d.aj,.f.workwithoutany dtffloulty,
and think erentually
1 shall become almost entirely well I hare Induced
otheretotrythe HEART RKGUIATO? irnd SSld
gratefullyrecommend It to all

the death of Maj. Gen. Reno, which it
vouches for as coming from a trust-

-

and Beautiful. -PhotographCard* with Name
iX Samples 3o Bend picture to B. PgRBT, Naaaau, N T.
A GENTS WANTED— For the treat and fart-at ioll.
Xx. Ing P.otorial Book * and Bibles Prices reduced 83
per oent. Address NATIONAL PUB. OO., Chicago.
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prints the following account of

conduct in destroying private property,
using language that it would be idle
now to repeat; and it was while he was
thus engaged that a Colonel, who is now
President of the United States, came
up, attracted by the loud tone, and, announcing himself as the Colonel of the
regiment, demanded what was the meaning of the language used. Gen. Reno,
in terms more forcible than polite,
him mid his
regiment, and declared
that ho held him responsible for the
conduct of his men. The next day,
when the hue was advancing on the
enemy, Gen. Reno passed through the
Twenty-thirdOhio, on his way to the
front. Only light skirmishing was going
on at the time. The General had just
left the flank of the regiment, when one
of the men of the Twenty-thirdOhio
fired and killed him. At the time he
was shot he was at least three-quarters
of a mile from the enemy’s line. Col.
Skiles, who was at the battle of South
Mountain as Captain in the Twenty-third
Ohio Volunteers, and was afterward
Major of the Eighty-eighth Ohio, and at
present is trading at Fort Clark, Texas,
tells the above remarkable story, which
comes fiom an officer of the army to
whom Skiles related it some time ago.”
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for •quam-finrst upright!In
Amorica— over 12.000in tuo— regularly IncorporatedMfg.
So.— Pianoa tent on trial— 48-pag« Cataloouk nttX.
MKNDE18BOHS Piano Co.. 21 K. loth Street N. Y.

small foe. AH the principaldruggistsare constituted agents.

AP

•

We take pleasurein commending to our readmust tell yon about white fishing at
ers a thoroughly safe and reliable life inSault Sainte Marie. While our boat surance agency, whose funds or assets aro instopped, I went down to the beach exhaustible. It is a stock company operating
where a dozen Indians live, who are the under the joint title— Health. Life Policies aro
issued in the form of Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medimost wonderful fishermen that I know
cal Discovery and Pleasant Purgative Pellets
of. For 25 cents I was given a special (which, if taken as directed, insure the sysshow. Seating niyself in a canoe, one tem against disease) upon payment of a very
I

SEWING MACHINE
Ever invented. It Is

Poll
Swelling*, Tumors,

^nCktd

F ret,

kinds, Lame Rack,

Ringbone,

Ev*1,

Sitfast,

wit-red

,11’

Caiious, Lameneos,

^

Hemorrhoids or Ate*.

Toothache,
Rheumatism,

Sweeney.
Fibula. Moa^e,7

Caked

caste.

Horn Dtitemoer, Sore Ninnies,
Crownscab, Ouiltor, Curb, 0\J Sores,

.
i

brush,

gp^.,
Contraction of Mdscleo.

Oil

*

Liniment - the United States
$t

, medi'jxa,l5oc;small,

.tnndard

Urge size,
acc SmaU size foi

us ^ 35 c Manufactured at Lock port,
rg^K7lr:JrMTe'^IL0L>^^EXt'EL•famfiy
N. Y., by Merchant's Gargling OH Company.
tST AGENTM WANTED in localities where w#

am

not

represented.

•JOHNSON,

CLARK

sfc

CO-

30 Union Square, New York.
0"“,e’ M,fit

ZWX.-'

C1,lca*-

1TEW FIRM!!

Rendezvous-Halt!
Tho attention of the pnblic at Inrije lica led to
the Tact that tnoat all the old noldlen, trndeatneu,
citifina,and fanners, have from ctu om made the

WM. GELOCK,
No. 121

Monroe

We

have Just received a large new stock of

Hats

<fc

Caps,

all

kinds

aud

of

ALSO

—

Always ready for those In a hurry, and will keep
on hand the best kind of Liquors uud Cigars and

Come

the finest

Lager Beer.

Warehouse &

show goods.

trouble to

-0^'

TABLETS, HEADSTONES

Office

MONUMENTS
And

CEMETERY WORK
- IN
--

The Gray Medicine

All

Co.,

on

Druggists

everywhere.

Prices Low.

4R-ly

Give me a

call before

ronize your

Lime, Lath, Shingles, Cord-

you order, anti pat-

home

Hoi land. Mich., October

industry.
1877.

4,

wood, and Stovewood, Akron
A prompt delivery free of charge, can

FOR SALE.

cement, always on

hand

at the

following describedLots In thcCitv of
Holland, 1 will sell at the follow! in' prices.
Store
G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS.
Lot fl, Block F, Lot 6, Block 0, West Addition 817r»
each:
Lot
R
Block
8.
Lot
H,
Block
11,
South
West
CURES _ -^7i,
Holland, Aug. 17, 1878.
E. J.
AdditionSI 75 each. Lots 1, i, 3. 1, 5 & 6 in Block
V f Consumption, f
Vrrr0u7»rrs\
2.*), ns organized plat near the M. L. 8. depot nt
) !
Cou,,f>yu.
(I)a
Ccrtt/MMCk
a week in your own town. $5 antfU free. $ K5 each, except Ixits 1 A 2 which are S-HKi each.
.
Sale.
No risk. Reader, if you want a business Also 6 lots West of First avenue nt $12.') each. The
Bleed
Heartache,.
I'VE FAULT having been made in the conditions
at which personsol either sex can make above will be sold for a small pavment down. Also
1 Loti of Appetite.
great pay all the time they work, write for particu- the following Lots 10. 11, 12. l'3, and 14. in Block IJ of a certain mortgage bearing date the Fiist
\BoUe\,ritfS.lc,
lars to II. Hallktt & Co., Portland,
.......
h. Lots 2. 4, 5. and > in Block H. The above will (1st) day of July, A. D. 1872, given by Mamaret J.
Maine.
Large sample package sent free on receipt of 15
be sold on long credit and small payments down. Monger, then of the town of Grand Haven. Ottawa
County, Michigan,to Thomas II. Bignell, d the cents, tq pay postage and mailing. Agents wante-i.
Apply to,
same place,and recorded in the office of the Regis- Address J. p# Mountain, Ogdcnsburg, N. Y.
M. D. HOWARD.
ter of Deeds for Ottawa Count v. Michigan,the 1st
day of July. 1872, in Liber X of Mortgages, on
Ever since the death of the popular Crosby the
s,
page 42:>; and upon which mortgage there Is
now claimed to be dm? at the present date for
principal and interest the sum of one hundred and
eleven dollars and fifty-fivecents ($111.55).and no
AH kinds of Ready Made Shirts— insuit or proceedingat law or equity having been in
AND -stunted to recover said debt or any part thereof;
cluding Fine White Shirts, from 85c to
Sow, therefore,Xo/lce ie heitby given, that by virtue of a power of sale contained in said mort$1.75; Sailors’Bine Flannel, Hickory and
gage and the Statute in such case made and provided, the said mortgage will be foreclosed f>y a
No. 12 and 14 Canal Street,
Cheviots Shirts,etc., etc., also the finest
sale at public vendue of the mortguued premises,
described
in said mortgage,to-wit:All that cer Opposite Sweet’s Hotel, has taken the lead as
lot of neckties and collars, includingthe
lain piece or parcel of land situate and being in
the POPULAR
tho County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, ami

A

Cheap Cash

of

HARRINGTON.

m\
(araj-rh.

Mortgage

$66

Probate Order.

Work Warranted and

No. 10 Mechanics’Block, Detroit, Mich.
t®*“Sold in Holland by Hebor Walsh and by all

nMIE

Grand Itaplds,Mich.

of

lug

BRAND HAVEN, MICH.

be relied upon.

WM. GELOCK.

all kinds

STONE.
treating those specialdiseases.
Full particularsin our pamphlets, which we
I keep constantlyon band the best kind ot
desire to send free by mail to every one.
stock, and also a nice variett of designs. Letter
Tho Hpeciflc MedicineIs sold by all Druggists at lug done in the English, Holland aud German lan$1 per package, or six packages for $5, or will be guages, as desired.
sent by mall on receipt of the money by address
in

WASHINGTON STREET.

—

PRICES ARE LOW.

Packages can be deposited, and Informationfurnished to those In need of it, facilitatingmy cu*.
turners In every possible manner.

DOFT FOROMthe NUMBER,
No. 121 Monroe Street.

Mauutnclureraf

vision, Premature Old Age, and many other diseases that lead to Insanity. Consumption and a
Premature Grave, all of which as a rule are first
caused by deviating from the path of nature and
over Indulgence. Tho Specific Medicine is the re
suit of a Hie study and many years of experience

Lager Beer.

and see for yourself, no

I

LUCE,

H. R.

all

Bef«Takbg0\hri“',

Etc., Etc. Fair dealing can always be
relied upon.

Lunch Counter,

tNear the Allegan Depot.

diseases
that follow as a
sequence on Bell

Wholesale agent for Pb. Best
Brewing Co’s celebrated

Crockery,
Flour <fe Feed.

THE

And

—

Groceries,

REFRESHMENTS

CORNER FISH & SEVENTH STREETS.

ommended ns nn

Smokers’ Fancy Articles. versal Lassitude.Pain In the Back, Dimness of

Dry Goods,

of

Mtttllitllis.

Specific Medicine

TRADE MARK. Is especially rcc-TRADE

-

> v,0

-

River Street,

Street,

regular rendeavous, on their arrival in the
city and before their departure lor home, on ac
$°ont of the close proximityto the Union depot.
I shall henceforthmake it a point to have accurate
time for travelers to start by, and keep on hand a

OUT

-

o

Remedy

unfailingcurefor
Seminal W oakness, Spermatorrhea, Impotency

Burned out by the late Fire we re-openedIn
our new store just completed at our old stand on

A

full line

-

GRAY’S

Wholesale Dealers

VAN PUTTEN& SONS,

G.

rcftauraut of

The Great English

hadeke&son,

I

J

\

\\
i

*

I

STATE OF MICHIGAN,

County of Ottawa,

ss.

At u session of tho Probate Court of the County
of Ottawa,holden at the Probate Office, in the
City of Grand Haven, in said County,on Saturday the twenty-sixth day of October, in the year
one thoii-aml eight hundred and seventy-eight.
Present: Saxuil L. Tate, Judge of Probate.
In the matter of the estate of William Krenurs,

|

Metropolitan Restaurant

deceased.
On reading and filing the petition duly verified,
of Henry Kremers, praying among other things for
the probate of an Instrument in writing fifed in
this court, purporting to bethe last will and tes
lament, and codicilthereto, of William Kremers
deceased, and that administration thereof may be
granted to tho person named therein, as executor.
Thereuponit is ordered, that Tuesday, the

twenty-sixth day of November

next,

-

OYSTER HOUSE,

at one o'clock in the afternoon,be assigned
for the hearing of said Petition and that the
heirs at law of the said deceased, and all other
persons interested in said estate, are required with a patent duplex curve, etc., etc., ito
to appear at a session of said Court, then to
be holden at the Probate Office, in Grand Ha- numerous to mention, at tho
ven, in aald Connty,and show cause, if any there
be, why the prayer of the petitioner should not be
granted: And it is further ordered, that said petitioner give notice to the personsinterested in said
estate,of the oendency of said petition and the
E. J.
hearing thereof, by causing a copy of this order to
be published in the "Holland Crnr News," a
newspaper printedand circulated in said County
of Ottawa, for three successive weeks previous to

Sultan Linen Collar

_

W-4*

Johnston's

'

Is acknowledged to be the beat and moat
reliablepreparation now prepared for

FURNITURE
have purchased lower than eve
sell cheaperthan ever before.

on hand. Our stock of sugars cannot be

And

Come and

Dock, Stillingia, Dandelion,
Wild Cherry, and other
Valuable Remedies.

Granulated .......................... lie.

We

have a fine

spices, and

lot

of

coffees and

we have among our

iety of Teas,

large var-

that cannot be surpassed.

Try

ir.

it.

and Parlor

and Caskets

always
E. J.

—

------ opt ------ , ...... .. . .....
...... ......
assigned by
said Anson
H. Platt to .....
Louisiana
. the
..........
................
..... .
P. Middleton, now LouisianaP.
said as" Platt
~lal (in
signment called L. P. Middleton) by a deed of assignment, dated the seventeenth lay of October,
A. D. 187t»,and recorded in the Register's office
aforesaid, on the seventeenth day of September,
Manufacturerof
1878, at half past four o'clock in the afternoon. In
Libor No. 8 of mortgages,on pave 587; and whicn
mortgage was duly assigned by the said Louisiana
P. Platt to Robert W. Duncan by her deed of as
signment, dated the fifth day or January,A. D.
Blinds, Stair Bailing, Etc.
18(7, and recorded in the Register's office aforesaid, on the seventeenth day of Heptember,1878,
at half past four o’clockin the afternoon,in
Scroll
all kinds Liber No. 4, Assignment of Mortgages, cn page
418 ; on which mortgage there is claimed to be due at
the datu hereof the sum of three thousand two hundone to order.
dred and four dollars and forty-nine cents, and no
suitor proceeding having been instituted at law to
recover the debt now remaining secured by said
raortgage.or any part thereof;Notice Is therefore
hereby gi ven, that by virtue of said power of sale and
pursuant to statute in such case made and provided, the said mortgage will be foreclosed by a
sale at public vendue of the mortgaged premises
sO-—
.
thereindescribed, to- wit: Ail of the following described lauds lying in the County of Ottawa and
Any one of the above articlesmade to order to State of Michigan, to-wlt: the south-east quarter
any site or measure on short notice and at Grand of the south-westquarter of sectionfive io township five north of range fifteen west, containing
Rapids prices.
forty acres, according to the return of the Surveyor General, also the north-west quarterof the
Cor.
sts.
south west quarterof aectloneight in township
numberedfive north of range numbered fifteen
188-y
west, containing forty acres, be the same more or
less, according to Government Survey: and also

DOORS, SASH,
Sawing of

Also Planing, Matching and Resawing.

River & Tenth

the north-east quarter of tho north-west quarter of
section eight In township five north of range fifteen
west, containingforty acres, accordingto the return of said SurveyorGeneral, and also the southhalf of the north-west quarter and east half of the
south-westquarterof sectioneight io township
five north of range fifteen west, containingone
hundred and sixty acres, accordingto the retorne
of the Surveyor General aforesaid; together with

•

W.

a trial

Hon

Hie United States and Europe. Particularatiei!lion paid to the collections of Banka and Banker/.
Remittances made on the day of payment. All
bUHlneMa intrustedto me shalf have prompt attention. Interest allowed on time desosit*. subject

check at sight. Foreign exchange bought and
sold. Tickets to and from all points in Europe
to

»-ly

sold at

my

office.

buy to your advantage.
G. A. KONING.
Holland, Mich., Aug.

23,

1878. 28-8ra

HA

Grand Rapids.

Insurance Notice.

<R(R1

J7GT0

ft.

Home
for Sale.

from this city. Near church
and school house, at a bargain, 30 acres
of this land Is partiallyimproved. Also

f

40 acres of unimprovedland in the
ship of Fillmore. Inquire of
42-t

M. D.

New

York,
British America,
Underwritters of
of

1

51

N

Y.

THE

Mortgage Sale.
In

the following described lot, piece or parcel of land
lying and being situated in the County of Ottawa
and State of Michigan,to wit: the south half of
the south-eastquarter of section nine In township eight north, of range fourteen west, containing elgh«y acres be the same more or less, accord-

ing to Government Survey, together with the
hereditamentaand appurtenance*thereunto belonging or In any wise appertaining, at the front
door of the Court House of said Ottawa Connty,in
the city of Grand Haven in said connty. on Mon-

day.

the Twentieth day

of

].

We represent the above reliable Fire Insurance
Companies, in this City, with a total capital of over
$12,(100,1)09.

Holland, Mich., August 7th. 1878.

Howard & McBride.
28-tf

sow

—

lost,

bow

uk
new

WARD.

r\EFAULT having been made
the conditions FIRST
U
ot & certain mortgage exeented by John
Ahenrn Ezekiel Jewett,
day

In such case made and provided,said mortgage
will be foreclosed by a sale at public vendue of the
mortgaged premisestherein described, to-wit: all

Roger Williams, R.

MARKET

IJNT

of Cal.

Orient of Hartford, Conn.

real estate in tho City of Holland.
-tf
Inquire at this Office.

MEAT

Fund

Firemans’

HOWARD.

Ottawa or Allegatt Countiesin exchange for

—

io
dated tho flfih
of
October, A. D. 1868. and recorded in the office of
the Register of Deeds for Ottawa ronntv, Stale of
Michigan, on the fifth day of October. A. D. 1868.
at three o'clockIn the afternoon,in Liber K of
mortgages on page 565, by which the power to sell
in said mortgage has become operative;on which
mortgage there Is claimed to be due at the date
hereof the aum of one thousand and sixty-two
dollars and thirty six cents, and also the further
sum of ninety-five dollars ar.d fonrteen cents
claimed to he due at tho date hereof, and a Hen on
the mortgaged premises pursuant to statute, for
taxes paid by said mortgagee on said premises, Including interest and charges on said taxes, and
also an attorney fee ol thirty dollars provided for
in said mortgage; and no suit or proceedinghaving been Instituted at law to recover the debt now
remaining seenred by said mortgage,or any part
thereof; Notice is therefore hereby given that by
virtue of said power of sale and pursuant to stal ote

Town-

LAND WANTED.
TN

JACOB VAN PUTTEN.

Land

and sell and

CARPENTER.

B.

-8m

'Niammmm

ed,t,on of

PAY on thu radical cure (without medicine) of Spermatorrhma or Seminal

Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impotency, Mental and Physical Incapacity,Impediments to Marriage, etc,; also Consumption, Epilepsy and Fitsinnucedby self-indulgence or sexual
extravagance.Ac.

The undereigired announce* to the Public that
Price In sealed envelope, only six cents.
they have fluinbed their new Meat-Market,and are
The celebratedauthor, in this admirable Essay,
now ready to supply their customer*with all kinds clearlydemonstrates,from a thirty years’ successof Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
ful practice, that the alarming consequences of
dealing they feci confident of giving satisfaction to
self-abuse may be radically cured withoutthe danall those who wish to favor them with part of theli
gerous use of internal medicine or the application
trade.
of the knife, pointing ont a mode of cure at once
The stand is one door west of 0. J. Haverkate A simple, certain and effectual,bv means of which
every sufferer,no matter what his condition mar
Son’s Hardware Store.
he, may cure himself cheaply, privately and rat/iW. BUTKAU,

„

J.

Holland. July

14.

VAN ZOEREN.

eaiiy.

1876.

t3T* ThlB(.Lec#treshould he in the hands of
every

m

T

FOR SALE.

lf
Holland.

1

AM

authorizedto sell the Steam Tug "Gem’
on favorable terms. Inquire of

youth

MANLY D HOWARD.

1878.

Holland. Mich

FALL AND

Millinery

1

Tin
il

Ann

a

man

in

the land.

CULTEBWBLL KEDICAL CO.,
St.,

»sw York; Post Office Box. 4686.

WINTER.

Pancy Dry

And

January

every

Sent under seal. In a plain envelope, to any art
dress, pout-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,

1879.

Goods,

large stock of

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,
Standard Trimmings, Bonnets, Bats, Feathers, Flowers,
Ribbons, Laa Collars, and Silks.

A

Full line of Winter Cloaks and Shawls.

DUNCAN, AtHjrm qf Mortgage

ROOKBINDING!
Give me

a bargain

Cheap Cash Store of

a trencralBanking, Exchange, and Collecbualneaa. Collections made on all point* ip

82-lSw

EggS’

at

I will sell eighty acres of splendid clay

_
_

ROBERT

trial will convince you.
S3

Farm

next, at two o'clock in tho afternoon,to pay the
sum due on said mortgage with interest and costa,
the hereditamentsand appurtenances thereunto
includingsaid attorney fee. and aiao the sum due
belongingor In anywise appertaining;at tho front
for said taxes paid with the interest and eharges
I have opened a new business on the corner of
door of the Court House of said Ottawa County,in
Eighth and Market street, in the store formerly the city of Grand Haven in said county, on Mon- thereon.
Guard Havrr, October twenty-fifth,A.
occupied by A. FKetstra, where I will buy ail kinds d*y the •ixtoenth day of Deoombor next,
D. 1878.
of fruit, vegetables, aud farming produce at reguat two o'clock In the afternoon, to pay the sum due
„
EZEKIEL JEWETT, Mortgagu.
market prices.
on aald mortgage with Interest and coats,
R. Vk . Duncan, Attorney fur Moitgagte.37-13w
pltoatl,Grand lUritf, September twentieth, A.

Cash Paid for Batter and

Rubbers, Slippers
at the

JICiMliPBira

'

R. E. Workman,

FRUIT! FRUIT!

Gentlemen. Also,

co.

BANKER,
HOLLAND, - - MCIHIGAN.

etc.

*

Euerybody treated with hindness
and respect.

Call and see for yourself; one

E.J.

B.

.....

Boots and Shoes

Choice Cigars and Liquors.

soil, six miles

Harrington.

iJ

STORE.

for Ladies’ and

BANKING.

r\EFAULT having been made in the conditions
of a certain mortgage executed by Albert
W bile I thank the public for their patronageof
Tucker and Mary E. P. .... ............
the past, I hope to merit and solicita liberalshare Fucker and Mary E. P. Tucker, bia wife, to Anson
H. Platt (in said mortgage called A. H. Platt) dated
ot It for the future.
the first day of January. A. D. 1869. and recorded
in the office of the Register of Deeds for Ottawa
N. B. Call and see a most beautifulvariety a County, State of Michigan,on the thirtiethday of
Camp Chairs, ornaments,picture frames, brackets January, A. D. 1869, at eight o’clock in the afterS. KEiDSEMA.
Holland, May 15., 1878.

HEW

A complete stock of

the

Mortgage Sale.

Fair dealing can be relied on.

The best Oysters and Finest
(fame always on hand.

Sold by all DruggiaLs.

Setts.

on hand.

A

BOOTS & SHOES.

Ladies’ walking shoes, etc.,

JOHXSTOJN &

Cheap Cash Store of
Coffins

Lowing dfc Cross, Atlomeytfor Mortgagee.

161 Jefferson Ave,, Detroit, Mioh.

highest Market Price, at the

Setts

BIGNELL. Mortgagee.

8t'-13w

Hay, Corn, Oats, Butter and Eggs, will

be taken in Exchange for goods, at

Prop’r.

Chemiata A Druggists,

fruit

Beautiful Liue Geese Feathers, Cheap. including Corn and Tomatoes, etc.,

Wall Paper at Wholesale and

Boney Carpenter,

Preparedonly by

one that we offer for 50c per

Also, a full assortmentof canned

Bedroom

THOMAS H.

Honduras Sarsaparilla,Yellow

A ................................... 10c.

and ascertain pound
prices
»s before you purchase.

Retail.

Dated, Grand Haven, August 26. 1878.

great care, from the beat selected

Extra C .............................
9c.

see the goods

one o'clock in the afternoon,

Thla preparationla compoundedwith
Orleans, Sugar .................8c.

I

A FULL LINE OF CARPETS, FROM THE
CHEAPEST TO THE BEST.

for Purifying the Bleed.

“t

of the City of Grand Rapids.

of said day, to pay the sum due on said mortgage
with interest and costs Includingan attorney fee
of twenty five dollars provided for in said mortgage.

DYSPEPSIA,
j

beat.

New

cember, 1878,

LIVER COMPLAINT

A complete stock of Groceries constant-

Can be made by examining the large
new stock of

will

Sarsaparilla

Harrington.

Judge of Probate.

Money! Money!!
Which

De-

GROCERIES.!

TATE.

Eating House

i

Cheap Cash Store of

said day of hearimr.
A true copy, (Attest.)SAMUEL L.

described a* follows,to wit : commencingfifty rodwest from the soulh-easl corner of section eleven
(II) town (7) north of range s'xteeu (16) west and
running north eighty rods, thence west forty rods,
thence south eighty rods, hence east forty rods to
place of beginning,containingtwenty 'acres of
land, at the front door of the Court House, in the
city of Grand Haven, in said Ottawa County. Michigan, on Saturday, the 14th day of

The undersigned wishes to inform his old friends
and residents of Hollandand vicinity that being at
present located at Muskegon, ho has made arrangements with Mr. D. R. Mccngs.at Holland, al whose
store,on River street,all Job work for binding can
be left. I have purchasod a new and complete lino
of tools aud stock aud will furnish first-class w ork.
A.

MX’bkkgon, Sept. 8 1875.

for Sale!
s0

-

W ILL sell 8o acres of unimprovedland In the
A town of Heath, Allegan Co., Mich., one mile
south-eastfrom Hamilton. A portion of the soil
is sandy, part clay, the balance a good hay marsh.
All easily cleared. Enough pine and oak rtill on
the land for building purposes. Well watered by
a Spring Creek. Price, $8 per acre. For further
particularscall on or address
84

3m

largest

and finest variety of Worsted Goods.

---

T

CLOETJNOH.

The

EDMUND SKINNER.
Saugatnck,Allegan Co., Mich.

Gloves and Hosiery of

all colors

and

sizes,

Satin Ribbon, something entirely new,

1.

&

S.

double
etc.

VAN DEN BERGE,

ETOHTH STREET

KOEEATsTD, MICH

